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The major goal of my dissertation research was to use genetic approaches to 

identify and characterize the components (genes) that are important for salt tolerance in 

Arabidopsis. Identification and characterization of such genes might provide insights into 

why these genes are important, and how these genes function in salt response and salt 

tolerance in higher plants. 

During my dissertation research, the sos3-l mutant was isolated and 

characterized. The mutant plants are hypersensitive to Na* and unable to grow with low K". 

Increased Csr* levels can partially suppress the growth defect of the mutant plants under salt 

stress and fully restore their growth under low K*. These results suggest that S0S3 may be 

a Ca-^-mediated regulator that controls K"" and Na^ homeostasis in Arabidopsis. 

The S0S3 gene was cloned by map-based cloning techniques. S0S3 encodes a 

protein sharing significant sequence similarity with the B subunit of calcineurin from yeast 

and neuronal calcium sensor from animals. S0S3 contains three putative EF-hand calcium 

binding domains and a putative myristoylation motif at its NH,-terminus. 

SOS3 binds calcium and is myristoylated in vitro. A mutation in S0S3 that 

destroys the conserved myristoylation motif abolishes SOS3 myristoylation, but not its 

calcium binding in vitro. Furthermore, the defect in Ca*"^ binding of the sos3 does not affect 

its myristoylation. These results indicate the independence of calcium binding and 

myristoylation of SOS3. 

Mutant sos3-l has a nine-base-pair deletion in the second conserved EF-hand 

CdT* binding domain, which leads to misfunction of sos3 in vivo. To determine if 

myristoylation is also important for SOS3, the wild-type SOS3 cDNA and the S0S3 cDNA 

with a disrupted conserved myristoylation sequence were tested for their capability to 

complement the sos3-l. It was found that an intact conserved myristoylation sequence is 



essential for SOS3 function. These results indicate that both calcium binding and 

myristoylation are essential for the function of S0S3. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Soil salinity has become a threat to agriculture worldwide (Epstein et ai, 1980). It is 

estimated that about 20% of agricultural land are affected by salinity (Flowers and Yeo, 

1995). The problem is more profound in semiarid and arid areas where agriculture is 

heavily dependent on irrigation. Irrigation water is usually characterized by its poor quality 

in terms of its high salt content. Heavy salt deposition can take place on irrigated fields 

after prolonged application of a large amount of irrigation water. It is estimated that about 

42% of the irrigated areas are affected by salinity (Flower and Yeo 1995). 

Salinity severely limits plant growth and crop productivity (Greenway and Munns 

1980). To solve the problem, people have tried to engineer water and soil systems to reduce 

the amount of salts in soil waters. However, this approach is costly, energy consuming and 

often ineffective. Alternatively, creation of genetically engineered salt-tolerant crops may be 

a better way of solving the problem. 

Although for many years much effort has been directed towards the improvement of 

crop performance under salinity by introducing salt tolerant traits (genes) into crops, our 

poor understanding of the molecular processes and components involved in salt tolerance 

has been a major hindrance to this goal. Recent advances in molecular biology and genetics 

have made it possible to identify these processes and components in plants. 

In this introduction, the deleterious effects of salt stress on plants due to ion toxicity 

and osmotic imbalance will be reviewed. Ways by which organisms cope with salt stress 

will be discussed. Several signal transduction pathways involved in salt tolerance in yeast 

will be outlined. Finally, an approach used for identifying salt-responsive components in 

plants will be described. 
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I. Effects of Salinity on Plant Growth 

High salinity has a detrimental effect on plants in two major ways; it leads to ion 

toxicity and osmotic stress (Greenway and Munns, 1980). The presence of high salts in the 

soil considerably decreases the water potential of the ambient soil solution surronding plant 

root cells and reduces H^O uptake by roots. Under extreme conditions, instead of being 

able to absorb water from the soil, roots may actually lose water to the soil (Waisel, 1991). 

NaCl is by far the most common salt that is toxic to plants in large amount. Both 

Na"^ cation and Cl~ anion induce leaf damage of plants, such as wilting, epinasty, chlorosis, 

etc (Feng and Barker, 1992). The adverse effects caused by Na"" are better studied. Na* is 

toxic to many cellular processes. First, Na* disrupts the integrity of plasma membrane of 

plant cells (Cramer et al., 1985). Na* can displace Ca"" from the plasma membrane, 

resulting in an increase of permeability that can lead to an increased Na" influx into the ceils 

accompanied by leakage of nutrient ions, such as from the cells (LaHaye and Epstein, 

1969; Cramer et al., 1985). Supplemental Ca"* can alleviate the detrimental effects of Na^ 

(Cramer, et al., 1985) and improve salt tolerance of high plants (LaHaye and Epstein, 1969). 

Secondly, high Na" inhibits the activities of many enzymes such as those functioning in 

photosynthesis and protein synthesis (Taiz and Zeiger, 1992). Salt stress causes a 

considerable decrease in photosynthetic capacity and carbohydrate assimilation synthesis 

(Taiz and Zeiger, 1992). Thirdly, Na^ interferes with the absorption of K"" and other cations 

by plant cells (Epstein, 1973; Greenway and Munns, 1980). Together with sodium 

partitioning, water movement and detoxifying radical oxygen species (ROS), potassium 

homeostasis is proposed to determine the cellular functions of salt tolerance in higher plants 

(Nelson, ef a/., 1998). 
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2. Na* Entry into Plant Cells 

Both Na^ and are alkali metals and share many similarities. Although many 

channels and transporters have been identified in higher plants, no Na^ selective channels of 

plants have been found. How Na* actually enters into plant cells remains unknown. It has 

been suggested that some Na^ enters plant cells through K* transport systems. In vitro 

electrophysiological experiments indicated that channels often show a large conductance 

for Na* influx and Na^ acts as a competitor for K" uptake (Watad et al, 1991; Schachtman 

et al., 1991; Schroeder et al, 1994). However, a recent study on the structure of a K* 

channel (i.e. KcsA: similar to AKTl in Arabidopsis) from Streptomyces lividans revealed 

that the structural constraints of this channel coordinate ions but not smaller Na" ions 

passing through the pore of the channel (Doyle et al, 1998). The structural analysis of one 

channel (KcsA) has not eliminated possibilities such as that Na^ could still be 

transported by other non-channel K"" transporters. For example, the wheat HKTl cDNA 

was found to encode a K^/Na" symporter when expressed in either yeast or Xenopus 

oocytes (Rubio etal, 1995). However, fiirther research is needed to determine the actual 

localization and function of this HKT in plant cells during salt stress. Another possibility 

for Na"^ entry is the co-transport of Na* with other compounds such as amino acids or 

hexoses (Rentsch et al, 1996). 

3. K* Absorption by Plant Cells 

K* is one of three major components in fertilizers applied to soils and a key factor 

controlling crop productivity (Glass, 1989). K* is relative non-toxic and thus can serve as 

an osmoregulator for plant cells: its levels in the cytosol can reach 1(X) to 200 mM without 



causing any cellular damage, compared to 1 to 10 mM of Na^ and 100 to 200 nM of Ca"^ in 

the cytosol (Binzel et aL, 1988; Bush, 1995). plays important roles in other processes at 

the cellular and whole plant level, such as nutrition, turgor maintenance, enzyme activation, 

tropism, stoma movement and sodium stress (Epstein, 1976; Clarkson and Hanson, 1980; 

Kochian and Lucas, 1988; Blatt and Thiel, 1993; Maathuis et ai, 1997; Nelson, et al., 

1998). 

The typical concentrations of in soils are usually less than 1 mM, while [K^] in 

cytosol is much higher (100-200 mM). The uptake of K* by plant cells requires energy. In 

plants, plasma membrane and vacuolar H'^-ATPases are essential for generating and 

maintaining membrane proton gradients (Sze, et ai, 1999). By using ATP, the plasma 

membrane H'^-ATPase extrudes H* from the cell. Consequently, a H* (chemical) gradient 

across the plasma membrane is generated (Sze, et ai, 1999). This [H*] gradient also 

contributes to generating an electrical gradient across the plasma membrane (Sze, et ai, 

1999). The energy supply for uptake relies on such a proton motive force generated by 

plasma membrane H*-ATPases with a membrane potential of -120 to 160 mV (negative 

inside) and a pH gradient of 1.5 to 2 units (acid outside) (Sze, et al., 1999). 

3.1. Potassium Uptake: the High-Affinity and Low-Affinity Transport Systems 

Physiological studies have established that K* uptake by plant roots is mediated by 

two main transport components, i.e., the high-affinity (mechanism 1) and low-affinity 

(mechanism 2) transport systems (Epstein, 1972; Kochian and Lucas, 1988). The high-

affinity transport systems function at micromolar concentrations of external K* and have a 

high selectivity for K"^ over Na"^. In contrast, the low-affinity transport systems function at 

millimolar levels of external and have low K^/Na^ discrimination. 
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Because of low contents in soils, the high-affinity system is thought to play a 

predominant role in plant potassium nutrition (Glass, 1989). High-affinity uptake is a 

tightly regulated process. When plant roots experience deficiency, the high-affinity 

system is essential for plant growth (Fernando et aL, 1992; Drew et al, 1984; Wu et al, 

1996). 

uptake is mediated by a number of channels and carriers (cotransporters) 

(Schroeder et al., 1994; Hedrich and Dietrich 1996; Maathuis et aL, 1997; Chrispeels et aL, 

1999). A channel is a selective pore in a membrane, formed by a protein complex, that 

can be in an open or closed state. Transport of by channels is "passive". Diffusion of 

K"" through the channel requires the presence of electrochemical gradients, but is not 

coupled to the input of other forms of free energy (Maathuis et aL, 1997). A K" carrier 

cotransports with other monovalent ions. Conventionally, it is thought that the low 

affinity K* uptake is mediated by K* channels and the high affinity by K" carriers. 

Physiological data indicates the existence of distinct transport systems in higher plants 

that have different energy requirements and function in different ranges of selectivity in 

different tissues (Hedrich and Schroeder, 1989; Maathuis and Sanders, 1993; Maathuis et 

aL, 1997). 

3.2. Cloned Potassium Transporters in Plants 

Several plant chaimels and transporters have been isolated either by 

fimctional complementation of yeast or E. coli mutants deficient in K" uptake or by 

searching for plant homologs of known potassium transporters of yeast or £. coli 

transporters (Anderson et aL, 1992; Sentenac et aL, 1992; Schachtman and Schroeder, 



1994; Rubio et ai, 1995; Cao et al., 1995; Miiller-R5ber et al, 1995; Czempinski et ai, 

1997; Santa-Maria e/a/., 1997; Fu er a/., 1998; Kim er a/., 1998; Gay mard era/., 1998). 

AKTl and KATl are the first identified plant potassium channels from Arabidopsis 

(Anderson et al., 1992; Sentenac et ai, 1992). Both AKTl and KATl are homologs of the 

"Shaker" superfamily of animals. However, unlike other Shaker-type K^^, channels in 

animals, AKTl (Bertl et ai, 1994) and KATl (Schachtman et al.,) function as voltage-

dependent inward-rectifying channels. The expression of AKTl and KATl are highly 

tissue-specific. The KATl is predominantly expressed in guard cells (Nakamura et ai, 

1995) and AKTl is predominantly expressed in roots (Cao et al., 1995; Lagarde et ai, 

1996). KATl is mainly expressed in guard cells and functions in regulating stomatal 

opening (Schroeder et al., 1994). KSTl, the potato KATl homolog, is also expressed in 

guard cells. The functions of AKTl at the cellular and whole plant levels have not been 

clear until recently. Hirsch and coworkers identified an aktl-1 allele by a reverse genetic 

approach (Hirsch et al., 1998). Physiological and genetic studies of aktl-1 mutant plants 

indicated that AKTl functions as a high- and low-affinity K^ channel (Hirsch et al., 1998). 

This finding challenges the traditional thoughts that ail channels are low-affinity 

transporters. 

The molecular identities of plant K^g^^ channels are also beginning to emerge. A 

calcium-dependent K^^, channel, KCOl, was recently isolated from Arabidopsis 

(Czempinski et al., 1997). Unlike AKTl and KATl that consist of six transmembrane 

domains and a pore region (P-domain), KCOl contains four transmembrane domains and 

two P-domains (Czempinski et ai, 1997). By searching the EST database of Arabidopsis, 

another K*^^ channel, SKOR, is identified as the first plant Shaker-like outward K"^ channel 

(Gaymard et al., 1998). SKOR is expressed in root stelar tissue. A knockout mutant shows 

both lower shoot K^ content and lower xylem sap K^ concentration, indicating that SKOR is 

involved in the release into the xylem sap toward the shoots (Gaymard et al.,). 
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High-affinity K* uptake is important for plant growth (Chrispeels et ai, 1999). In 

plants, three genes or gene families, AKTl, HKTl and HAK/KUPs, are involved in high-

affinity transport. The Arabidopsis root inward-rectifying channel AKTl is essential for 

plant growth under K* starvation conditions (Hirsch et ai, 1998). The HKTl from wheat is 

a Na^/K* transporter when expressed in Xenopus oozytes (Schachtman and Schroeder, 

1994). The HAK/KUP family are high-affinity transporters identified in barley (HvHAK) 

and Arabidopsis (AtKUP or AtKT) (Quintero and Blatt, 1997; Santa-Maria et ai, 1997; Fu 

and Luan, 1998; Kim et ai, 1998). Surprisingly, AtKUPl, a K* carrier, shows both high-

and low-affinity uptake activities, indicating it is a dual-affinity K* transporter. 

The importance of the high affinity transport system in plant salt tolerance is 

underlined by recent genetic evidence suggesting that it is essential for plant survival and 

growth under salinity stress (Wu et ai, 1996). The Arabidopsis sosi mutation which 

causes reduced high affinity K* uptake also leads to an increased sensitivity of plant growth 

to inhibition by NaCl (Wu etaL, 1996). 

Thus far, several genes and gene families for K* transport have been identified in 

plants. More K^ transport genes and gene families are expected to be identified in the 

future (Chrispeels et ai, 1999). Why are so many potassium transporters present in higher 

plants? One possible reason is that the higher plants are complex multicellular organisms, 

and the uptake and translocation of K* from soils toward aerial parts requires the 

involvement of K* transport across a variety of membranes such as plasma membrane, 

tonoplast, and the inner and outer plastid membranes. In addition, tissue- and cell-type-

specific transporters are required for differential functions during the uptake and 

translocation processes. For example, the root epidermal cells and xylem parenchyma cells 

may require the inward- and outward- rectifying K* channels, respectively, to absorb K"^ 

from soils and translate it into the xylem saps. Finally, plants need different K^ transporters 

to adapt to different extracellular conditions and nutrition availability. 
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Salinity causes osmotic stress as well as ionic stress (Niu et aL, 199S). Plants have 

evolved several mechanisms to cope with drought and salinity, including changes in 

developmental, morphological, physiological and biochemical programs under osmotic and 

ionic stress (Bohnert era/., 1999). For instance, Mesembryanthemum crystallium pliaits 

switch photosynthesis from the C3 pathway to the CAM pathway under salt stress 

(Cushman and Bohnert, 1997). Some plants such as Atriplex form special structures, i.e., 

salt glands, to extrude salts out of the plants. Others adopt the C4 photosynthetic pathway 

that has an increased water use efficiency. Under osmotic stress, compatible solutes such as 

glycine betaine and proline are generally accumulated in cytosol to maintain osmotic balance 

across the plasma membrane or tonoplast membrane. 

4.1. Adaptations of Plants to Osmotic Stress by Accumulation of Compatible Solutes 

Under salt stress, excessive salts are sequestered into the vacuoles to avoid ion 

toxicity to enzymes in the cytosol or subcellular organelles. Consequently, ion 

compartmentation and high extracellular ion levels cause an osmotic imbalance across the 

plasma and vacuolar membranes, and lead to water loss from the cytosol. To maintain water 

potential equilibrium within the cells, plants accumulate compatible solutes in response to 

external changes in osmolarity (Stewart and Lee, 1972; Greenway and Munns, 1980). 

Compatible solutes are a group of low molecular weight metabolites that can be accumulated 

in high concentration in the cytosol without causing damage to the cells. These metabolites 

include amino acids and their derivatives, such as proline, glycine, betaine (McCue and 

Hanson, 1990; Hanson et aL, 1994), and sugar polyols such as glycerol, marmitol, sorbitol 

(Bohnert and Jensen, 1996). 
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The synthesis of organic compatible solutes usually involves several reactions 

extended iirom the main metabolic pathways. For example, in higher plants, proline is 

mainly synthesized from the glutamate pathway under osmotic stress (Delauney and Verma, 

1993). In this pathway, glutamate is first converted to D'-pyrroline-5-carboxylate (P5C) 

and then to proline. 

In addition to functioning in osmolarity regulation, compatible solutes might protect 

enzymes from ion toxicity. For example, proline-related compatible solutes alleviates the 

toxic effects of NaCl on the carboxylating activity of Rubisco from Tamarix jordanis 

(Solomon era/., 1994). 

Production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), including superoxide, hydrogen 

peroxide, and hydroxyl radicals, is an unavoidable process in photosynthetic tissues, 

especially, under stress conditions. Compatible solutes might protect proteins, membrane 

lipids, and other cellular components fi:om ROS damage (Halliway and Gutteridge, 1990; 

Asada, 1994). 

4.2. Adaptations of Plants to Ionic Stress 

Enzymatic activities are severely inhibited by high concentrations of ions (Brown 

and Simpson, 1972). Although enzymes of halophytes and glycophytes have a similar 

sensitivity to high concentrations of NaCl, halophytes are more tolerant to salt stress than 

glycophytes. The difference is mainly caused by different strategies adopted by halophytes 

and glycophytes to cope with salt stress. 

For salt sensitive plants, glycophytes, the major strategy to avoid salt damage is to 

limit NaCl absorption by roots and prevent high levels of harmful ions in leaves. The 

molecular mechanisms underlying these processes remain unclear. Conventionally, it is 

thought Na^ enters plant cells through other solute transporters such as those for potassium. 



Kinetic analysis suggested that the high-affinity uptake system has a higher K^/Na"^ 

selectivity than the low affinity one (Epstein, 1973). According to this assumption, it was 

proposed that the switch of the uptake systems from low affinity to high affinity might 

be an important way to reduce Na* entry into the plants. Ca** enhances KWa^ selectivity 

of transport during NaCl stress (LSuchli, 1990). High external Ca"^ improves plant salt 

tolerance (LaHaye and Epstein, 1969). However, the cellular components that mediate these 

Ca"* effects are not clear. 

For glycophytes, the re-absorption of Na^ from the transpiration stream (xylem sap) 

by root cells accompanied by exporting it out of the roots can further reduce the movement 

of Na* into leaves. In addition, glycophytes usually redistribute Na^ to old leaves as an 

alternative way to export Na"^ out of plants (Greenway and Munns, 1980). 

Halophytes use different strategies to cope with salt stress. Na* is allowed to 

accumulate to high levels in the vacuoles of the cells. Such accumulation protects salt-

sensitive enzymes in cytoplasm from sodium toxicity, but causes an increased osmotic 

potential in the vacuole. Because many halophytes are succulent and have a large vacuole in 

the cell, the high osmotic potential in the vacuole is essential for maintaining cell turgor and 

keeping plant growth. The osmotic imbalance between the cytosol and vacuole is corrected 

by increasing the biosynthesis of compatible solutes in the cytosol. 

5. Yeast as A Model System to Study Plant Salt Tolerance 

For many years, yeast has served as a model for studying the salt tolerance for 

higher plants. There are several factors that make yeast a good model for higher plants. 

Firsdy, both yeast and halophytes seem to employ similar strategies to cope with salt stress. 

For example, under salt stress, both accumulate compatible solutes for osmotic balance and 

sequester salts into vacuoles. Secondly, unlike animals who use Na" gradients generated by 
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Na*-ATPase as the driving forces for the secondary transport of other ions, plants and yeast 

employ H*-ATPases to generate gradients for the secondary transport. So, plants and 

yeast might share similar molecular mechanisms to cope with salt stress. This assumption 

has been supported by the fact that several plant homologs of yeast genes have been 

identified by functional complementation of yeast mutants defective in salt tolerance. 

Thirdly, compared to higher plants, yeast is a better system for molecular and genetic 

studies. For example, knocking out a plant gene is a difficult process. However, gene 

knockout is routine work with yeast. Fourthly, yeast grows much faster and has a much 

shorter life generation than higher plants. In addition, yeast has a smaller genome size and 

the whole genome sequence is available. However, it is worth noting that plants are 

multicellular organisms and much more complex mechanisms are likely involved in the salt 

responses and salt tolerance. 

In the following sections, two signal transduction pathways involved in salt stress in 

yeast are reviewed: one is mainly responsible for osmotic stress tolerance; the other for 

ionic stress tolerance. 

5.1. Osmotic Sensing: the MAPK Signaling Pathway in Yeast 

When challenged by increased extracellular osmotic stress, yeast cells are capable of 

osmoregulation by enhancing the biosynthesis of glycerol in the cytosol. Coordinately, 

glycerol permeability through the plasma membrane is reduced. Consequently, the level of 

accumulated cytoplasmic glycerol can reach up to molar concentrations (Brewster et aL, 

1993). 

The signal transduction pathways that leads from sensing changes in external 

osmolarity to transducing the signals into osmotic regulatory responses are among the best 

understood in yeast (Fig. 1.1). Extracellular hyperosmolariQr is detected by either of two 



transmembrane osmosensors that independently regulate a common downstream signal-

transducing mechanism, termed the HOG (high osmolarity glycerol response) pathway 

(Brewster et al, 1993; Maeda et al., 1994, 1995). One of the osmosensors is a 

transmembrane protein (SHOl) whose cytoplasmic region shares a similarity with the Src 

homology 3 (SH3) domain. The other (SLNl) is a homolog of the prokaryotic two-

component systems that contain both a histidine kinase domain and a receiver domain 

widiin the same molecule. 

At low extracellular osmolarity, SLNl, a negative regulator of the HOG pathway, 

phosphorylates and inhibits SSKl (a response regulator, see Maeda et al., 1994). 

Phosphorylated SSKl is an inactive form that fails to activate the downstream signaling 

components. High osmolarity prevents the phosphorylation of SLNl and SSKl (Maeda et 

al., 1994). The nonphosphorylated SSKl directly interacts and activates SSK2 (MAP-

kinase kinase kinase, or MAPKKK). The activated SSK2 then activates PBS2 (MAP-

kinase kinase, or MAPKK) by serine-threonine phosphorylation which, in turn, activates 

HOGl (MAP-kinase, or MAPK) by threonine-tyrosine phosphorylation (Maeda et al., 

1994,1995). 

Mutants of the SLNl osmosensor are lethal because of constitudve activation of the 

HOGl MAPK (Maeda etal., 1994). However, if PBS2 or HOGl (genes functioning 

downstream of HOG in the signaling pathway) is mutated, the constitutive activation of 

HOGl will be checked, and the lethality of slnl will be prevented (Maeda et al., 1994, 

Posas etai, 1996). 

At high osmolarity, another transmembrane osmosensor, SHOI, also activates PBS2 

through an interaction of the SH3 domain in SHOl and the SH3-binding site of PBS2 

(Maeda et al., 1995) (Figure 1.1). The activated MAP-kinase cascade finally initiates the 

expression of the genes in the glycerol biosynthesis pathway, including GPD and GPP 

genes. GPD encodes glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH) and GPP encodes 
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glycerol-3-phosphatase (Albertyn et al., 1994; Norbeck et al., 1996). GPDH catalyzes the 

reaction from dihydroxyacetone phosphate to glycerol-3-phosphate that is converted to 

glycerol by GPP. The HOGl signaling pathway also induces the expression of other stress 

responsive genes such as CCTl, encoding catalase T (Schuller et al., 1994), and HSP12, 

encoding a heat shock protein (Hirayama et al., 1995; Varela et al, 1995). 

5.2. Calcineurin-Mediated Signaling Pathway for Ion Homeostasis in Yeast 

5.2.1. The Structure of Caicineurin (CaN) 

Calcineurin (CaN) was first identified as a component essential for T-cell activation 

in animals. CaN is a Ca~*- and calmodulin (CaM)-dependent serine/threorine protein 

phosphatase that has been identified in different organisms from animals to fringi. CaN is a 

heterodimer consisting of a catalytic A subunit (CnA) and a regulatory B subunit (CnB) 

(Kleeefa/., 1979). 

CnA contains at least four fimctional domains (Figure 1.2): an amino-terminal 

catalytic domain, which executes the function of protein dephosphorylation, followed by a 

CnB-binding domain, a CaM-binding domain and an autoinhibitory domain (Kincaid, 

1993). Although structurally CnB and CaM are similar (~35% similarity), they bind to 

CnA at different regions and function differendy. 

While the formation of the CnA/Cnfi heterodimers is essential for the enzymatic 

activities, because the affinity of CnA for its substrates requires the presence of the Ca"^-

bond CnB (Stenuner and Klee, 1994; or Perrino, et al., 1995), the presence of CaM brings 

about full activities to the CnA/CnB heterodimer by preventing the autoinhibitory domain 

from competitively binding at or near the catalytic site of CnA (Parsons et al., 1994). 

Removal of both CaM-binding and autoinhibitory domains leads to a constitutively active 
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A. CnA 

Catals^tic domain CnB CaM AI COOH 

B. CnB 

My(NH) EF EF EF EF 

Figure 1.2. Schematic Structure of Calcineurin (CaN) 

A. calcineurin A subunit (CnA): CnB, calcineurin B binding domain; CaM, calmodulin 

binding domain; Al, autoinhibitory domain. 

B. calcineurin B subunit (CnB): EF, EF-hand Ca"^-binding site; My, myristoyl group. 
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CnA/CnB heterodimer core in a CaM-independent but responsive manner, probably 

through CnB. 

CnB is related to members of the EF-hand binding protein family (Guerini, 

1997), containing four Ca"* binding domains and a conserved myristoylation site at its N-

terminus (Figure 1.2). The myristoylation of a protein is thought to facilitate association 

with membranes (Abraham and Veillette, 1990; Zozulya and Stryer, 1992; Dxzhoox et ai, 

1993) and/or interaction with other proteins (Dizhoor et ai, 1993; Chen, et al, 1993). 

5.2.2. Roles of Calcineurin in Salt Tolerance in Yeast 

In S. cerevisae, calcineurin is essential for maintaining Na" (Nakamura et ai, 1993, 

Mendoza et ai, 1994; Bressan, 1998) and Ca""^ (Cunningham and Fink, 1994) homeostasis. 

CaN is a critical component determining K*/Na* ratio under ionic stress conditions 

(Mendoza et ai, 1994). In response to salt stresses, the increased K*/Na* ratio is achieved 

by increasing the efflux of Na* from cytosol as well as enhancing the K*/Na* discrimination 

of K* transporters. CaN activates Na* efflux mediated by ENAl, a P-type Na*-ATPase, and 

initiates the switch of K* transport from low affinity to high affinity mechanisms (Mendoza 

et ai, 1994). Yeast cells defective in CaN are supersensitive to Na*, Li% Mn"* and OH" 

(Mendoza et ai, 1994), while overexpression of CaN conveys higher salt tolerance to 

transgenic yeast cells (Mendoza et ai, 1996). 

A CaN-mediated signaling pathway leading from stress detection to salt tolerant 

responses is specifically responsive to ionic stress but not to osmodc stress (Mendoza et 

ai, 1994). The following section describes a possible model for the responses of yeast to 
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ionic stress (Figure 1.3): the ionic stress signal is detected by unknown sensors which relay 

the stress signals into the cells; the stress signals cause a transient increase of [Ca~^]^ 

which in turn activates CaN; the activated CaN is responsible for the increase in the 

expression of a Na^-ATPase gene encoded by ENAl and the activation of a high affinity K" 

transporter encoded by TRKl. The expression of ENAl is also negatively regulated by 

PPZ, a Ser/Thr protein phosphatase (Figure 1.3) (Pasas et al, 1995). 

Compared to the MAPK-mediated signaling pathway that is specific to osmotic 

stress, the CaN-mediated signaling cascade is less understood. To date, no ionic stress 

receptor(s) have been identified and the cascade from the detection of stress signals to an 

increase of [Ca*^]^,, and thus the activation of calcineurin heterodimers, is unclear. Also, 

direct targets of CaN remain elusive. Recent experiments suggest that CaN may lead to an 

increase in the expression of ENAl by activation of the transcription factor CRZl/TCNI 

(Matheos et al., 1997, Stathopoulos and Cyert, 1997). 

5.2.3. Evidence for the Existence of CaN in Plants 

Several lines of biochemical and pharmacological evidence suggest the existence of 

plant calcineurin homologs. The plant hormone abscisic acid (ABA) triggers stomatal 

closure by causing an increase of [Ca'""]^ which in turn promotes inhibition of plasma 

membrane inwardly rectifying potassium (K*i„) channels (Luan et al., 1993). The existence 

of plant cyclophilins (Lippuner et al. 1994; Luan et al., 1994), which interact with 

calcineurin in vivo, and the abolishment of AB A-mediated closure of stomata by the 

immunosuppressant dmg FK506, which specifically inhibits CaN activities (Luan et al., 

1993), strongly suggest a plant CaN might be an intermediate component of the signaling 

cascade leading to stomatal closure. It has been known for more than three decades that an 

increase of Ca*^ levels in the media ameliorates the adverse effects of excessive salt (LaHaye 
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CaN, a protein phosphatase 2; [Ca^*]^, cytosolic free Ca*^ concentrations; PPZ, a Ser/Thr 

protein phosphatase; ENAl, a Na^-ATPase; TRKl, a high affinity potassium transport; 

CRZl/TCNl, transcription factor. 



and Epstein, 1969). However, the Ca"^ target involved in this process is unknown. 

Constitutive expression of yeast CaN renders transgenic tobacco plants with higher 

resistance to salt tolerance, indicated that activated yeast CaN functions in apparent 

conjunction with a salt-stress signaling pathway in plants to mediate salt tolerance (Pardo et 

al, 1998). 

6. OBJECTIVES 

The long-term goal of my research is to understand the molecular mechanisms by 

which higher plants respond to salt stress. The major goal of my dissertation was to 

characterize and clone S0S3, a gene important for salt tolerance in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

Research presented here provides insight into how plants respond to salt stress. Such 

knowledge could be useful to genetically engineer salt tolerant crop plants in the future. 



CHAPTER n 

CHARACTERIZATION OF S0S3: AS ARABIDOPSIS GENE 

INVOLVED IN CALCIUM-MEDIATED POTASSIUM NUTRITION 

AND SALT TOLERANCE 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Soil salinity presents an increasing threat to plant agriculture as more and more of 

the world's arable land becomes salinized (Epstein et al., 1980). High salinity exerts its 

detrimental effects on plants due to ion toxicity as well as osmotic stress (Greenway and 

Munns, 1984). In most saline soil, Na^ is the major toxic cation. One harmful effect of Na"^ 

is tiiat it disrupts nutrition (Epstein, 1973; Greenway and Munns, 1984). is one of 

the three major components in fertilizers applied to soils and a key factor controlling crop 

productivity (Glass, 1989). Physiological studies have established that uptake by plant 

roots is mediated by at least two mechanisms, i.e., the mechanism 1 (high-affinity) and 2 

(low-affinity) transport systems (Epstein, 1973; Kochian and Lucas, 1988; Epstein, 1966). 

Because soil solutions often contain less than 1 mM K^ the high-affinity system is thought 

to play the predominant role in plant potassium nutrition (Glass, 1989). High-affinity K* 

uptake is a tightly regulated process. When plant roots experience deficiency, the high-

affinity system is induced and becomes essential for plant growth (Fernando et al., 1992; 

Drew et al., 1984; Wu et al., 1996). Both high (Schachtman and Schroeder, 1994; Rubio et 

al., 1995) and low-affinity (Anderson et al., 1992; Sentenac et ai, 1992; Cao et ai, 1995) 

transporters have been cloned firom plants. However, it remains to be shown which of 
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these cloned transporters actually function in root uptake from the soil solutions. 

Furthermore, the mechanisms by which roots detect deficiency and the signaling 

pathway that up-regulates the high-affinity system are still unknown. 

The importance of the mechanism 1 transport system in plant salt tolerance is 

underlined by recent genetic evidence suggesting that it is essential for plant survival and 

growth under salinity stress (Wu et al., 1996). The Arabidopsis sosl mutation which 

causes reduced mechanism 1 K" uptake also leads to increased sensitivity of plant growth to 

inhibition by NaCl (Wu et al, 1996). Kinetic analysis suggested that mechanism 1 uptake 

has a higher /Na* selectivity than mechanism 2 (Epstein, 1973). One factor known to be 

involved in the regulation of K* /Na* selectivity of transport during NaCl stress is Ca"* 

(Lauchli, 1990). Under NaCl stress, Ca"^ increases the selectivity of root K* transport 

systems (Lauchli, 1990). High external Ca*"" has been shown to improve plant salt tolerance 

(LaHaye and Epstem, 1969). However, the cellular components that mediate these Ca"* 

effects have not been identified genetically or biochemically. 

In this chapter, the identification of a genetic locus, S0S3, in Arabidopsis thaliana 

that is necessary for salt tolerance, nutrition and Ca~* response is reported. A mutation 

in this locus (sos3) results in plant hypersensitivity towards NaCl inhibition and in an 

increased requirement for K*. Surprisingly, high external Ca~^ can suppress the mutant 

phenotype. sos3 represents the first higher plant mutant with an altered response to Ca~^ 

The mutation reveals an important link between plant responses to Na^ stress, K* deficiency 

and Ca~^ regulation. The results suggest that Ca'^ plays a fundamental role in regulating 

root potassium nutrition and plant salt tolerance. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
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2.1. Isolation of the sos3 Mutant 

Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Columbia) carrying the homozygous recessive gll 

mutation was the parental strain of ethylmethane sulfonate (EMS)- or fast neutron (FN)-

mutagenized seeds. The M2 populations from EMS- or E^- mutagenized seeds or T2 

pools from Agrobacterium-trwnsformed lines (Feldmann, 1991) were screened using the 

root-bending assay of Wu et al. (Wu et ai, 1996). Seeds were surface-sterilized and 

germinated on medium containing Murashige and Skoog (MS) salts (Murashige and 

Skoog, 1962), 3% (w/v) sucrose, and 1.2% (w/v) agar, pH 5.7. When appropriate, seedlings 

were transplanted to pot media and grown to maturity. Growth conditions were as 

described (Wu et aL, 1996). 

2.2. Genetic Analysis 

The sos3 mutant was backcrossed with the wild type Columbia gll background and 

the F1 seedlings were allowed to self-pollinate. The F1 and F2 seedlings were scored for 

salt sensitivity using the root-bending assay (Wu al., 1996). For mapping of the S0S3 

locus, homozygous sos3 plants in the Columbia gll background were crossed to plants of 

the Landsberg erecta background. From the segregating F2 generation, 426 homozygous 

sos3 mutants were selected for mapping with hiolecular markers that are polymorphic 

between Columbia and Landsberg erecta. 

2.3. Growth Measurement 
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Four-day-old wild type and sos3 mutant seedlings grown on vertical MS agar plates 

were transferred to various agar media for stress treatment and growth measurements (Wu 

et ai, 1996). To determine the requirement of mutant plants, seedlings were transferred 

to a modified MS medium A supplemented with various levels of KCl. Modified MS 

medium A contains potassium-fi'ee 1/20 strength MS major salts and Ix MS minor salts. 

For the determination of the Ca*^ requirement, seedlings were transferred to a modified MS 

medium B supplemented with various levels of CaCL. ModiHed MS medium B contains 

potassium- and calcium-free 1/20 strength MS major salts, Ix MS minor salts, and 20 |iM 

unless stated odierwise. 

2.4. Determination of Ion Contents 

Four-day-old seedlings grown on MS plates were transferred to 250 ml flasks 

containing 50 ml solution of half strength MS salts and 2% sucrose. The flasks were 

shaken at 120 rpm under constant fluorescent light for five days. The seedlings were 

transferred to SOml treatment solutions after being washed briefly twice with deionized 

water and once with appropriate treatment solutions. The treatment solutions were prepared 

by adjusting the K^ Na^ and Ca*"^ concentrations of a calcium-potassium-fi'ee modified MS 

medium to the stated levels. 

The calcium-potassium-free modified MS medium consists of the following; 1650 

mg/1 NH4NO3, 370 mg/1 MgS04-7H20,165 mg/1 (NH4)2HP04,27.8 mg/1 FeS04-7H20, 

37.3 mg/1 disodium EDTA, 0.7495 mg/1 Nal, 6.3 mg/1 H3BO3,16.9 mg/1 MnS04-H20, 

8.6mg/l ZnS04-7H20,0.25 mg/1 Na2M04-2H20,0.016 mg/1 CuS04-5H20, and 0.0267 

mg/1 CoS04-6H20. 
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The seedlings were grown in the treatment solutions for four days, briefly rinsed for 

three times with deionized water, and dried in a 80°C oven. The samples were digested in 

3ml concentrated nitric acid overnight followed by boiling for approximately one hour until 

the solution became completely clear. The solution was brought to 25 ml by adding 0.25% 

lanthanum in 2.5% nitric acid. The K\ Na^ and Ca** contents in the solution were 

determined by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Isolation of the sos3 Mutant 

The sos3 mutant was identified from a large scale screening of sos mutants. 

Altogether, approximately 260,000 seedlings from ethyhnethane sulfonate- or fast neutron-

mutagenized M2 seeds, or T4 seeds from T-DNA mutagenized plants were screened on 50 

mM or 75 mM NaCl by using the root bending assay (Wu et al., 1996). Of 41 sos mutants 

isolated (unpublished data), one line defines a new locus, designated as S0S3. The sosS 

mutant was identified from fast neutron-mutagenized M2 seeds. Figure 2.1 shows the 

phenotype of the sos3 mutant under the conditions of NaCl stress or low K^. On regular 

nutrient medium (MS salts), sos3 seedlings were indistinguishable from the wild type. 

However, under high NaCl or low stresses, the growth of sos3 plants was inhibited to a 

greater extent than that of the wild type (Figure 2.1). 

3.2. Genetic Analysis 

The sos3 mutant was backcrossed with the wild type background. The resulting F1 

plants all exhibited the wild type phenotype in response to NaCl stress. F2 progeny from 
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Figure 2.1. sos3 Is Defective in Salt Tolerance and High-Affinity Potassium Nutrition. 

Representative plants of wild type (WT), sosl and sos3 mutants that were exposed to high 

salt (100 mM NaCl) or low K* (20 |iM K"^) stresses. Seedlings were grown on vertical MS 

agar plates for 4 days (root length = 1.5 cm) and then transferred to vertical agar plates 

containing control (A. MS nutrients), 100 mM NaCl (B. MS + 100 mM NaCl) or modifled 

MS (see MATERIALS AND METHODS) with 20 ^iM K* and 0.15 mM (C) or 3 mM 

Ca"* (D) for 7 days. Note that the growth of both sosl and sos3 was inhibited by either 

NaCl (B) or low K* (C). However, the growth of sos3 on low was restored by increased 

Ca*^ (D). Bar equals 1 cm. 
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Table 2.1.  Genetic Analysis of the sos3 iUlutant 

Parental Genotype No. of Seedlings Tested Resistant^ Sensitive® 

SOS3/SOS3 

X sosS/sosS 131 131 0 

SOSS/sosS 

X SOS3/sos3 1235 925 310 

SOS3/SOS3 

X S0S1-1/S0S1-1 34 34 0 

^ Resistance or sensitivity was determined in the root-bending assay, using 

100 mM NaC|.  

•1̂  o 
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the cross segregated 390:131 (WTr^oji) (Table 2.1). This indicated that sos3 is a 

monogenic recessive mutation in a nuclear gene. The sos3 mutant was also crossed to 

sosI-1. The resulting F1 plants exhibited the wild type phenotype under NaCl stress, 

indicating that the sos3 mutant defines a locus which is different from SOSl. 

3.3. Chromosome Mapping of the sos3 

To map the sos3 mutation, the mutant in the Columbia background was crossed with 

wild type Landsberg erecta plants. From the segregating F2 population, 426 salt 

hypersensitive plants were selected and genomic DNA extracted from each of the plants. 

Initial screening with SSLP (simple sequence length polymorphism) markers (Bell and 

Ecker, 1994) from each of the five chromosomes of Arabidopsis indicated that the sos3 

mutation is linked to the marker nga76 on chromosome V. Further analysis with additional 

markers on chromosome V showed that sos3 is very tightly linked to ngal39. Only 4 

recombination events were detected among the 426 plants (equivalent of 8S2 chromosomes) 

examined. Therefore, the S0S3 locus is approximately 0.5 cM away from ngal39. Based 

on a recendy published physical map of chromosome V (Schmidt etai, 1997), this genetic 

distance likely corresponds to less than 100 kb. As shown in Figure 2.2, sos3 is 

approximately 1.6 cM (14 recombination events detected among the 426 plants) from 

marker CDPK9 which represents a locus encoding a calcium-dependent protein kinase 

(Hrabake/a/., 1996). 

3.4. sos3 Is Specifically Hypersensitive to Na* and Li^ 

Root elongation is a convenient and accurate indicator of Arabidopsis 

seedling growth (Wu et aL, 1996). Measurement of root elongation showed quantitatively 
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Figure 2.2. Genetic Map Showing the Position of the S0S3 Locus Relative to Selected 

Physical Markers on Chromosome V 
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that the sos3 mutant is hypersensitive to NaCl stress (Figure 2.3). The concentration of 

NaCl that decreased the root elongation rate by 50% relative to medium without salt (Iso) 

was estimated. The 1,0 for sos3 and the wild type seedlings are approximately 37 mM and 

100 mM, respectively (Figure 2.3). To determine whether the sos3 mutant is hypersensitive 

to osmotic stress or to specific ions, the seedlings were also treated on media supplemented 

with KCl, LiCl, CsCl or mannitol. The results show that sos3 is also hypersensitive to LiCl, 

but not to KCl, CsCl or mannitol (Figure 2.3). Therefore, the sos3 mutation does not result 

in hypersensitivity to general osmotic stress. Rather, the hypersensitivity is restricted to Na" 

and Li*. 

3.5. Potassium Requirement of sos3 

Because the salt-hypersensitive phenotype of sosl mutants has been found to 

cosegregate with the inability to grow on low K* culture medium (Wu et ai, 1996), sos3 

was tested to see whether it is similarly affected. Although the sos3 mutant seedlings grew 

normally on medium containing 20 mM K"^, they failed to grow on a medium containing 20 

^M K* (Figure 2.1). In contrast, wild type grew well on both 20 |.iM and 20 mM K"^ media 

(Figure 2.1). Forty five sos3 seedlings were selected from a segregating F2 population 

based on their NaCl sensitivity. These seedlings all failed to grow on 20 ^iM K*, indicating 

that the inability of sos3 seedlings to grow on low K* cosegregates with their salt-

hypersensitive phenotype. The results suggest an essential role of the S0S3 gene in 

potassium nutrition under limiting K" availabiliQr. 

To determine whether .^0.^5 seedlings require more or less K'^ than sosl-l, their root growth 

was measured over a wide range of K* levels. As shown in Figure 2.4A, while sosl-l 

required 20 mM K* for significant root growth, approximately 1 mM was sufficient for 
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Figure 2.3. The sos3 Mutant Is Hypersensitive to Na* and Li* but not to K*, Cs or General 

Osmotic Stress Induced by Mannitol. 

Wild type (closed circle) and sos3 (open circle) seedlings were grown for 4 days on vertical 

agar plates containing MS nutrients and then transferred to vertical agar plates containing 

MS supplemented with NaCl, KCl, LiCl, CsCl or mannitol. Root growth was measured 6 

days after the transfer. Growth on MS nutrients was considered as 100%. Values are the 

averages of 15 seedlings. 
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sos3. For wild type seedlings, only 0.1 mM K* was necessary. Both sos3 and the wild 

type had maximal root growth at 10 mM K*. levels above 10 mM inhibited sos3 and 

wild type root growth whereas sosl root growth was improved by these high levels of K^. 

3.6. Calcium Requirement of sos3 

Surprisingly, the growth defect of sos3 seedlings on low potassium growth medium 

could be corrected by raising the external Ca*^ concentration to above 2 mM (Figure 2.ID 

and 2.4B). Calcium also stimulated root growth of wild type plants. However, the wild type 

required only 125 i^M Ca*^ for maximal growth whereas 1.25 mM Ca** was not enough for 

sos3 mutant plants (Figure 2.4B). In comparison, up to 10 mM Ca'* did not significantiy 

increase the growth of sosl plants on low potassium growth medium (Figure 2.4B). 

Increased Ca*^ could similarly correct the growth defect of sos3 on medium 

containing high levels of NaCl (Figure 2.5). On medium containing 50 mM NaCl, root 

growth of sos3 was completely inhibited when no Ca** was supplemented. However, 1.5 

mM or higher Ca"* resulted in significant growth of sos3 plants (Figure 2.5). Although 

elevated Car* also increased the salt tolerance of the wild type, the e^ect was not as great as 

for sos3 mutant plants (Figure 2.5). The wild type showed significant growth even without 

any added Ca*". Although less than 1.5 mM Ca** reduced the survival rate of sosl plants, 

high Ca** was not able to increase the growth of sosl on 50 mM NaCl (Figure 2.5). 

Increased Ca~^ did not substantially increase the growth of either sos3, sosl or die wild type 

plants on 100 mM NaCI (data not shown). Perhaps at 100 mM NaCl, the ameliorating 

effect of Car* was simply swamped out. 
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Figure 2.4. High Ca"* Restores the Growth of sos3 on Low-K^ Growth Medium. 

A. optimal growth of wild type (closed circle), sosl (open circle) and sos3 (closed square) 

seedlings requires different external concentrations in the media. B. Ca~^ dose-response 

curve of wild type (closed circle), sosl (open circle) and sos3 (closed square) seedlings. 

The media contained 20 nM K*. Media were modified from MS (see MATERIALS AND 

METHODS). Growth measurement was similar to Figure 2.3 except that the measurement 

was taken three days after the seedling transfer to minimize the effect of residual K* and 

Ca~^ carried by the plants from MS medium. Bars represent standard deviation (n=lS). 
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Figure 2.5. Effect of Ca-* on Salt Tolerance of Wild-Type (closed circle), 
sosl (square) and sos3 (open circle) Seedlings. 

Closed square indicates sosl seedlings that were killed by the treatment. 
Four-Day-old seedlings grown on MS plates were transferred to grow on 
nutrient media supplemented with 50mM NaCl and various levels of Ca-"^, 
Growth measurement was similar to Figure 2.3. Bars represent standard 
deviation (n=15). 
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3.7. Czr* Improves K^/Na^ Selectivity of sos3 Seedlings 

It has been suggested that high external Ca"* mitigates NaCl effect by improving 

K*/Na^ ratio of plant cells (LMuchli, 1990). To determine whether high Ca*^ rescues sos3 

growth under NaCl stress through such a mechanism, and Na^ contents were measured 

in 50mM NaCl-stressed sos3 seedlings under high or low external Ca"*. Similar to sosl-1, 

sos3 seedlings exhibited K"" deficiency under NaCl stress (Table 2.1). However, sos3 

seedlings accumulated more Na"^ than the wild type. In comparison, NaCl-stressed sosl-1 

accumulated less Na* than the wild type (Ding and Zhu, 1997). There was virtually no 

difference between the K* or Na^ content in sos3 and wild type seedlings which were grown 

on MS medium alone without NaCl (data not shown). 

High external Ca"* increased cellular K"^ content in both sos3 and wild type plants 

(Table 2.1). This Car* effect was over 2 dmes as large in sos3 (30%) compared to the wild 

type (14%). High Ca*" also reduced Na^ content in both sos3 and the wild type. Again, 

this effect was more pronounced in sos3 plants. In summary, high Ca'* increased the 

K^/Na"^ ratio by 57% and 26% in sos3 and the wild type, respectively. The data suggests 

that the Ca~^ effect observed on sos3 may be mediated at least partially through the 

improvement of potassium nutrition and K^/Na" selectivity. 

3.8. sosl Is Epistatic to sos3. 

The sos3 and sosl mutants exhibit similar phenotypes in that they are 

hypersensitive to Na^ and Li* and not capable of growing on low K* media. Thus, the two 

SOS genes may function in the same pathway that regulates K* nutrition and salt tolerance. 

soslsos3 double mutant was constructed to determine the epistatic relationship between 



Table 2.2. Effects of external Ca* levels on K/Na* selectivity of sos3 and wild-type seedlings treated with 
50 mM NaCl (Data represent means+SE (n=3)). 

K* content (mg/g dw) Na* content (mg/g dw) K*/Na ratio 

(% increase) (% decrease) (% increase) 

Ca*^ level Low" High'' Low® High*' Low^ High*^ 

WT 53.4 ± 2.0 60.9+0.4 (+14%) 29.8+2.2 27.0+1.3 (-9%) 1.8 2.26 (+26%) 

sos3 36.5 + 0.7 47.6+ 2.0 (+30%) 51.8+1.8 43.4+3.0 (-16%) 0.7 1.10 (+57%) 

a Low Ca^^metUum contains 0.3 mM CaCh. 

b High Ca'medium contains 2 mM CaQ 2. 
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sos3 and sosl. Thirty sos mutants were selected from the selfed F2 progeny of a cross 

between sosSsosS and sosl-lsosl-1. To identify a double mutant, these sos mutants were 

each testcrossed to sosSsosS and sosl-lsosl-1. One soslsosS double mutant line was 

identified because the F1 progenies from both of the testcrosses showed a NaCl 

hypersensitive phenotype. 

The response of soslsosS to NaCl is similar to sosl (Figure 2.6A). Without NaCl, 

the growth rate of soslsos3 seedlings was similar to that of sosl. With 10 or 25 mM NaCl, 

growth of soslsosS seedlings was reduced to similar levels as sosl. The response of 

soslsos3 seedlings to Ca** is also the same as that of sosl. As shown in Figure 2.6B, the 

growth of sos3 on low culture medium was restored by high Ca"", while high Ca"* had 

little effect on the growth of sosl or soslsos3. Therefore, increased Ca*"" suppressed sos3 

but not sosl or soslsos3 mutations. Taken together, these results suggest that sosl is 

epistatic to sos3. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The sos3 mutation defines a genetic locus that is essential for salt tolerance as well as 

growth on low K* culture media. It is surprising that increased external Ca~^ could 

completely suppress the growth defect on low culture medium and partially suppress 

thesalt-hypersensitive phenotype of the sos3 mutant. The sos3 mutation thus uncovers a 

fundamental role of calcium in regulating potassium nutrition and salt tolerance in plant 

roots. A beneficial effect of external Ca'" on plant salt tolerance was reported decades ago 

(Lauchli, 1990; LaHaye and Epstein, 1969). Despite intensive efforts, the underlying 

mechanisms of this effect remain unclear. The identification of the sos3 mutation provides 

an excellent opportunity to resolve the molecular nature of this important calcium response. 
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Figure 2.6. sosJsos3 Double Mutant Resembles sosl Both in Salt Sensitivity and in 

Response to Ca"*. 

A. growth of wild type (open bar), sosl (closed bar), sos3 (shaded bar), and soslsosS 

(hatched bar) seedlings on MS medium, MS medium supplemented with extra 10 or 25 

mM NaCl. B. growth of wild type (open bar), sosl (closed bar), sos3 (shaded bar), and 

soslsosS (hatched bar) seedlings on MS (20 mM K", 3 mM Ca"*), low K^-low Ca"* (20 

|jM K*, 0.15 mM Ca*^), or low K^-high Ca-'^(20 jiM K% 3 mM Ca"^) media. Growth 

measurement was conducted on the seventh day after the transfer. For Ca*" responsive 

treatment (B), the measurement was taken three days after seedling transfer to minimize the 

effect of residual K* and Ca"* carried by the plants from MS medium. Bars represent 

standard deviation (n=15). 
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The calcium effect is specific to sos3 and was not observed for sosl (Figure 2.4B 

and Fernando et ai, 1992). Because sosl and sos3 exhibit similar phenotypes, the two 

genes probably function in a common pathway that regulates potassium nutrition and salt 

tolerance. Genetic evidence suggests that sosl is epistatic to sos3. Thus, SOSl may encode 

a component upstream of S0S3, 

The failure of sos3 seedlings to grow on low K" culture medium suggests that the 

mutant may be defective in high-affinity uptake. We measured uptake (Wu et al., 

1996) in sos3 seedlings or excised seedling roots over a wide range of external K* 

concentrations with low or high Ca**. No substantial difference in K* uptake between sos3 

and the wild type was found (data not shown). This could be a result of technical 

limitations of die uptake assay if the S0S3 gene controls a K* uptake system with an 

extremely high affinity (e.g., sub-micromolar range) or if the altered uptake is restricted to 

particular cells or tissues responsible for the growth defect. Alternatively, the sos3 mutation 

may affect utilization and does not affect uptake. We also found that there is no 

substantial difference in efflux between sos3 and wild type seedlings (data not shown). 

The sos3 mutation clearly causes a decrease in K* content and KWa* selectivity in 

NaCl-stressed seedlings. High external Ca"^ gready improves tissue content and KVNa* 

selectivity of sos3 plants. This may explain the observed partial Ca"* suppression of NaCl 

hypersensitivity of sos3. The S0S3 gene could encode a calcium-sensing protein such as 

calmodulin, calcium-dependent-calmodulin-independent protein kinase or 

calcium/caknodulin-dependent protein phosphatase (i.e., calcineurin) (Bush, 1995; Roberts 

and Harmon, 1992). Calmodulin is known to mediate calcium regulation of potassium 

channels in Paramecium (Schaefer et ai, 1987). Of particular relevance is that, in higher 

plants, it has been shown that the activation of a vacuolar K* channel requires ten times more 

Ca^" without calmodulin than in the presence of calmodulin (Bethke and Russell, 1994). 
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Calcineurin is an essential component for salt tolerance in yeast by controlling sodium 

efflux and potassium uptake (Mendoza et al, 1994). Data suggest that, in NaCl-stressed 

yeast cells, calcineurin functions to switch off low-afRnity potassium uptake and turn on the 

high-affinity potassium uptake system thereby increasing K*/Na^ selectivity (Mendoza et 

ai, 1994). Pharmacological evidence indicates that a calcineurin homolog is also present in 

plant cells and mediates the calcium inhibition of inward-rectifying channels in guard 

cells (Luan et al., 1993). However, the molecular nature of calcineurin remains elusive in 

plants. 

Alternatively, the observed Ca"* effect could be mediated through an extracellular 

target. Apart from abundant Ca'" ligands in the pectic component of the cell wall and lipids 

of the plasma membrane, no Ca"*-binding protein is known in the wall or the outer surface 

of the plasma membrane. A general beneficial effect of external Ca"* on plant salt tolerance 

is often attributed to the notion that Ca~^ is necessary for maintaining plasma membrane 

integrity and improving K^/Na" selectivity of potassium uptake systems (Lauchli, 1990). 

The general beneficial effect of Car* was also observed here for wild type and sosl plants 

(Figure 2.5). However, the effect on sos3 is much more dramatic and specific. If the Ca"^ 

effect reported here is extracellular, then there could be a specific ceil wall or plasma 

membrane calcium-sensor controlling potassium acquisition. Extracellular Ca'^^-sensing 

receptors that respond to millimolar concentrations of Ca"*have been found in mouse 

keradnocyte as well as bovine parathyroid (Brown et al., 1993; Filvaroff et ai, 1994). 

Whatever Ca'*-sensor S0S3 may encode, the sos3 mutation appears to increase the 

threshold of Ca*^ activation of the sensor or its downstream target. 

Yet another possibility is that sos3 is defective in general cellular Csr* homeostasis 

as a result of impaired uptake or insufficient intracellular pools of stored Ca**. This appears 

unlikely because defective cellular Ca^^ homeostasis would be expected to cause pleiotropic 
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phenotypes, since calcium is thought to be required for numerous signaling reactions critical 

for normal plant growth and development (Bush, 1995; Hepler and Wayne, 1985). sos3 

plants are normal except when challenged with low potassium or salt stress (Figure 2.1). 

The Ca"* uptake in sos3 and wild type seedlings was also measured using ''^Ca"*. No 

difference was detected between sos3 and the wild type (data not shown). There was also 

no significant difference in Ca"* content between NaCl-stressed sos3 and wild type 

seedlings (data not shown). Cloning of the S0S3 gene is expected to provide insights into 

the structure and function of the gene product. 
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CHAPTER in 

POSITIONAL CLONING OF THE S0S3 LOCUS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Soil salinity presents a significant stress on plant growth and agricultural 

productivity (Epstein et ai, 1980). For salt-sensitive plants, glycophytes, which include 

most crop plants, a major part of the growth inhibition is caused by excess Na^ (Greenway 

and Munns, 1910; Niu etal., 1995). High Na* disrupts potassium (K*) nutrition and when 

accumulated in the cytoplasm inhibits many enzymes (Epstein, 1972; Murguia et ai, 1995; 

Wu et ai, 1996). Three decades ago, Esptein and co-workers discovered that adding Ca*"^ 

to soil enhances salt tolerance in glycophytic plants (LaHaye and Epstein, 1969; Lynch et 

ai, 1989; L^uchli, 1990). Under salt stress, elevated soil Ca"* improves K* content and 

reduces Na" accumulation (LaHaye and Epstein, 1969; Uiuchli, 1990). It has been found 

that Ca"^ sustains K"" transport and KWa^ selectivity in Na*-challenged plants (Lauchli, 

1990). However, the cellular machinery mediating the Ca"^ effect remains undefined. 

To study the molecular mechanisms of plant salt tolerance, Arabidopsis thaliana 

mutants which exhibit increased sensitivity to NaCl inhibidon were previously isolated (Wu 

et ai, 1996; Liu and Zhu, 1997b). The recessive sos3 mutant is specifically hypersensitive 

to inhibition by Na* and another alkali ion, Li* (Liu and Zhu, 1997b). Under salt stress, 

sos3 plants accumulate more Na*^ and retain less than the wild type. sosS mutant plants 

are also incapable of growing under low K* conditions. Elevated Ca** in the culture 

medium can partially suppress the Na^-hypersensitivity of sos3 plants (Liu and Zhu, 

1997b). The defect in K* nutrition can be completely suppressed by elevated Ca^* (Liu and 
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Zhu, 1997b), These phenotypes unply an essential role of S0S3 in salt tolerance and 

potassium nutrition and suggest that the S0S3 gene product is part of a crucial pathway for 

mediating the beneficial effect of Ca~* during salt stress (Liu and Zhu, 1997b). 

In this chapter, the map-based positional cloning techniques leading to the isolation 

of S0S3 gene will be described; the stmcture and expression pattern of S0S3 gene will be 

analyzed. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Plants 

Ecotypes: 

Arabidopsis thaliana of die ecotype Columbia with homozygous recessive gl-1 

mutadon (Koomneef et al., 1982) was used for the parental strain for the generation of salt-

overly-sensitive {sos) mutants by ethylmethane sulfonate (EMS), fast neutron or T-DNA 

mutagenesis (Zhu, et al, 1998; Wu, et al., 1996). The Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype of 

Landsberg with erecta mutation was used for genetic mapping. 

Mutant; 

One allele of sos3 mutant, the sos3-l, was obtained from M2 population generated by fast 

neutron. No other alleles were identified from the screening of M2 populations of 

mutagenesis by EMS and T-DNA 
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2.1.2. Microorganisms 

The Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 was used for transforming 

Arabidopsis thaliana. The E. coli strains DH5a were obtained fi*om Stratagene, CA. USA. 

2.1.3. Plasmid Vectors 

The binary vectors pBI121 (Jefferson et al, 1987) and pBIlOl were purchased 

firom CLONTECH Laboratories Palo Alto, USA. pBIN19, pBIC20 were gifts from Dr. 

Frans Tax. CD3-326 containing mutated GFP was obtained from ABRC (the Arabidopsis 

Biological Resource Center) in the Ohio State University. 

2.1.4. Yeast Artificial Chromosome (YAC) Clones, Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) 

Libraries and Clones 

The YAC clones of Arabidopsis and TAMU BAC libraries and clones of 

Arabidopsis were obtained from ABRC. 

2.1.5. DNA Modifying Enzymes 

DNA modifying enzymes and their respective buffers were purchased from various 

companies: Stratagene, BRL, New England Biolabs. 

2.2. METHODS 
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2.2.1. Physiological Techniques 

2.2.1.1. Seed Sterilization and General Growth Conditions 

solutions 

MS major salts 

NH4N03 1650 mg/1 
MgS04-7H,0 370 mg/1 
(NHJ,HPd, 165 mg/1 
FeS0;-7H,0 27.8 mg/1 
disodium EDTA 37.3 mg/1 

MS minor salts 

Nal 0.7495 mg/1 
H3BO3 6.3 mg/1 
MnSO^H^O 16.9 mg/1 
ZnS04-7H,0 8.6 mg/1 
Na,M0,-2H,0 0.25 mg/1 
CUS04-5H,6 0.016 mg/I 
COSOV6H:;O 0.0267 mg/1 

Seeds were surface sterilized, suspended in sterile 0.3% (w/v) low-melting-point 

agarose and germinated in vertical agar plates containing Murashige and Skoog (MS) salt 

(Murashige and Skoog, 1962), 3% (w/v) sucrose and 1.2 % (w/v) agar, pH 5.7. Plants were 

grown at 22-24°C widi continuous cool fluorescent illumination. 

2.2.1.2. Testing of Root Growth 

Root growth was determined by measuring the increase of root length 5-6 days after 

the seedlings were transferred onto vertical treatment plates. 
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2.2.2. Molecular Techniques 

2.2.2.1. DNA Isolation Techniques 

2.2.2.1.1. Plasmid DNA Isolation from Microorganisms 

Isolation of plasmid DNA was performed according to the alkaline lysis protocol 

(Bimboim and Doly, 1979; Ish-Horowicz and Burke, 1981). 

2.2.2.1.2. Isolation of Genomic DNA from Yeast Cells 

solutions: 

2x CTAB buffer: lOx CTAB 

2% CTAB (w/v) 
100 mM Tris (pH 8) 
20 mM EDTA 
1.4MNaCl 
1%PVP 

10% CTAB 
0.7 M NaCl 

CTAB precipitation buffer: High-salt TE 

1%CTAB 
50mMTris/HCl(pH 8) 
10 mM NaCl 
10 mM EDTA 

lOmMTris/HCl (pH 8) 
ImMEDTA 
1 mM NaCl 

O.lxSCE 

0.1 M sorbitol 
10 mM sodium citrate, pH 5.8 
ImMEDTA 
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CTAB method was used for isolation of DNA from YAC containing yeast cells. 

Yeast cultures (SOml) were grown in tryptophane and uracil-free SD medium supplemented 

with 40|ig/ml adenine sulfate. Cells from 24h cultures were harvested by centrifiigation at 

4000 rpm for 5 minutes and washed in half culture volume of HjO. Twice the pellet volume 

of 0.1 X SCE buffer, 2 jil of P-mercaptoethanol and 10 ng of lyticase (Sigma) were added 

prior to incubation at 37°C for 1 hour. One volume of 2x CTAB buffer was added and the 

suspension was mixed before extraction with I/IO volume of CHCI3. After centriftigation at 

7000 rpm (Beckman JA 20 rotor) for 10 minutes, 1/10 volume of 10 x CTAB was added to 

the supernatant after CHCI3 extraction. 1.33 volumes of CTAB precipitation solution were 

added and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes to precipitate the DNA-CTAB 

complex. After centrifiigation at 8000 rpm for 20 minutes, the air dried DNA pellet was 

resuspended in 5 ml of high salt TE followed by subsequent precipitation of the DNA with 

10 ml of ethanol. The dried DNA pellet was brought up in 100 |il of TE and used directly 

for restriction analysis and the creation of template DNA for inverse PCR reactions. 

2.2.2.1.3. Isolation of Genomic DNA from Arabidopsis thaliana 

solutions: 

2x CTAB buffer: 

2% CTAB (w/v) 
200 mM Tris (pH 7.5) 
20mMEDTA 
1.4MNaCl 
2% BME (v/v, 2-Mercaptoethanol, 14M) 

About 60g of fresh Arabidopsis fresh leaf and shoot tissues were frozen in liquid 

nitrogen and ground with pestle and mortar. Freshly made 2 x CTAB buffer (60 ml; 60°C) 
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was added in ground tissue and immediately incubated in a 60°C water bath with frequenUy 

shaking for 1.5 hours. After incubation, samples were cooled at room temperature for 10 

minutes followed by extraction with 1/2 to I volume of chloroform/octanol (24:1). 

Isopropanol (0.6 volume) was added into the supernatant to allow DNA precipitation. The 

precipitated DNA was washed with 76% EtOH/0.2M NaOAc followed by 76% EtOH/10 

mM NH4OAC solution. Subsequently, the DNA was suspended in TE solution. 

2.2.2.2. Isolation of Total FINA fxomArabidopsis thaliana for Northern Blot 

For RNA extraction, approximately 100 4-day-old seedlings from vertical plates 

were transferred to 250niL flasks with 75mL medium containing one-half strength of MS 

salts and 2% (w/v) sucrose, pH 5.5. The flasks were shaken at 120 rpm under constant 

light. Northern blot was performed as described by Liu and Zhu (1997a). 

2.2.2.3. DNA Transfer from Agarose Gels to Nylon Membranes 

DNA in agarose gels was denatured in denaturing solution (0.2N NaOH, 0.6N 

HCl) for 45 minutes followed by neutralization (0.5M Tris pH7.5,1.5M NaCl) for 45 

minutes. The capillary transfer of DNA from agarose gels to nylon membranes was 

performed in (25 mM NaHP04). After capillary transfer, the filters were washed in 2 x 

SSC and dried for 2 hours at 80''C. 

2.2.2.4. Generation of Radiolabeled DNA Molecules 
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^-P-labeling of DNA molecules was perforaied using [a-"P]-dideoxy CTP and 

random oligonucleotide primers. 

2.2.2.5. Hybridization Techniques 

The hybridization was performed in prehybridization/hybridization buffer (5X SSC, 

0.1 % N-lauroylsarcosine, 0.02% SDS, 0.1 % block reagent fi'om Tropix) for about 18 

hours. Prior to addition of the radiolabeled probe, the filters were incubated for at least 30 

minutes in the hybridization solution at the hybridization temperature. After hybridization, 

the filters were washed three times at 65°C 0.1 x SSC, 0.1% SDS for 10 min. The filters 

were sealed in saran wrap and exposed to X-ray film at -70°C using intensifying screens. 

2.2.2.6. DNA Transformation 

2.2.2.6.1. Transformation of Agrobacterium tiimefaciens by Electroporation 

Solution: 

MG/L Broth (1 liter): 

Mannitol 
L-Glutamic acid 
KH,P04 
NaCl 
MgSO^.THjO 
d-Biotin 
Tryptone 
Yeast Extract 

5g 
1 g 
0.25 g 
0.10 g 
0.10 g 
10 mL of 100 ^g/mL solution 
5g 
2.5 g 

Adjust pH to 7 using I M NaOH 
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Single colonies of Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strains LBA 4404 or GV 3010) 

from LB plates were grown at 29°C in 50 mL of MG/L medium to an optimal density of 

0.5-0.6 (ODjoo). The cells were sedimented by centrifugation at 4000 rpm at 4°C 

(Beckman JA 20 rotor). Cells were washed with 0.5 volume of 10% glycerol at least 3 

times followed by spinning at 4000 rpm for 5 to 10 minutes. The competent cells were 

resuspended in 2 mL of 10% glycerol. Twenty micro molar of competent cells were 

aliquoted into sterilized eppendorf tubes. In each tube, Ijig DNA in binary vector was 

gently mixed and stayed on ice for 30 minutes. The suspension was transferred to an 

electroporation cuvette with 0.2 cm gap distance and electroporated with a Biorad 

electroporator set to: capacitance: 330 |iF; DC Volts: high Q; charge rate: Fast; voltage 

booster 4K£2. The cells were immediately transferred to 1 mL of LB broth. For recovery 

and phenotypic expression, cells were left without shaking at 29°C for 3h prior to transfer to 

selective medium. 

2.2.2.6.2. Agrobacterium tumefaciens Mediated Transformation of Arabidopsis thaliana 

Infiltration solution flL) 

1/2 X MS salts 
IX Nitsch and Nitsch Vitamin (Sigma N-0390) 
5% sucrose 
0.02% siltwet 
0.044 mM BAP 

(pH=5.7 with KOH) 

Growth of Arabidopsis Plants for Infiltration 
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Twelve to sixteen Arabidopsis plants were grown in each pot (3 1/2"). When the 

primary flower bolts reached about 2 cm in length, the primary bolts were clipped off to 

stimulate the growth of more secondary bolts. 

Preparation of Cells of Agrobacterium 

Cells of Agrobacterium with a desired construct were grown at 200 mL MG/L 

medium plus antibiotics at 30°C overnight. Cells were sedimented by centrifugation at SOOO 

rpm for 15 minutes. Subsequently, the cells were resuspended in 600 mL infiltration 

solution till ODjoo=0.8. The infiltration was perfomned by dipping the inflorescence into 

the ceil suspension for 10 minutes. After infiltration, the plants were covered with a plastic 

dome to keep the inside moisture. 

2.2.2.7. Analysis of Transgenic Plants 

T1 seeds of Arabidopsis collected from infiltrated plants were surface sterilized as 

described previously (Liu and 7hu, 1997b). Sterilized seeds were germinated on MS plates 

with 0.7% agar, 500mg/L vancomycin and 30mg/L kanamycin. After 10 days, the 

kanamycin-resistance transgenic plants (Tl) were rescued on a new plate. The rescued 

plants were transferred into soil to produce T2 seeds or were directly used for testing the 

growth on MS plates containing 100 mM NaCl. 

2.2.2.8. Subcloning of the S0S3 Genomic DNA of Arabidopsis into the Binary Vectors 

pBIN19 
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Genomic DNA of the SOS3 gene, including 1092 bp of 5' upstream region, the 

S0S3 coding sequence, and 178 bp of 3' untranslated region, were amplified by PGR. A 

novel Xbal cutting site was introduced into the reverse primer. After amplification, the PGR 

products were cleaned with a Geneclean Kit (Bio 101; Vista, CA) followed by restriction 

digestion by Hind III and Xbal. The products of restriction digestion were further cleaned 

with a Geneclean Kit (BiolOl; Vista, CA) followed by ligation into a pBIN19 binary vector. 

The primers used for PGR were: forward primer, GAGTTGGAGATAGGTTGAAG; 

reverse primer, AGATGTAGATGGAGAGTGGGTAT. 

2.2.2.9. Isolation of YAC and BAG End Probes by Inverse PGR 

2.2.2.9.1. Isolation of YAG End Probes 

Five |ig of yeast genomic DNA was digested with Hindm for amplification of bodi 

left and right ends. The digested DNA was purified by phenol/GHGl3 extraction and 

recovered by ethanol precipitation. The resuspended DNA was circularized by ligation in a 

final volume of 50|j1 overnight at 16°G. The ethanol precipitated ligation products were 

resuspended in SO )il 0.1 x TE, and the DNA (2 |il) was used as template in the PGR 

reaction. The primers for amplification of left ends are; 

PLEl (5' GCGAAGTTGGTTTAAGGGGG) and 

PLE7 (5' TGATAGAGGGTGGGTGAGTG). 

Amplification of the right end was performed with the primers: 

PVR (5' GGGGGATGTGAAGATTAGG) and 

PVH (5' AAAGTCAAGGAGGTGGAGGG) 
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2.2.2.9.2. Isolation of BAC End Probes 

The procedure for isolation of BAC end probes was similar to that used for isolation 

of YAC end probes. The differences between these two procedures lie in the fact that the 

restriction enzymes and the primer pairs used are different. The isolation of left end probes 

of BAC clones was performed by restriction digestion with one of the following enzymes: 

Smal, Aval, BamHl, or EcoRl. One of the listed enzymes: Smal, Aval, or Sail, was used 

for right end isolation. The primers for amplification of the left ends were: 

BAC 1 (5' CTGCAGGCATGCAAGC) and 

BAC2 (5- GTCGACTCTAGAGGATC) 

The primers for right end isolation were: 

BAC4 (5- CACTATAGAATACTCAAGC) and 

BAC5 (5' CATTAATGAATCGGCCAAC) 

2.2.2.10. Reverse Transcriptase (RT)-PCR 

RNA was isolated from young leaves of wild-type and sos3 mutant plants. 

Superscript II reverse transcriptase (BRL; Gaithersburg, MD) was used for the cDNA 

synthesis according to the manufacturer's protocol. Briefly, 7|ig of total RNA was mixed 

with the reverse primer. To the heat denatured RNA-primer mixture, the reverse 

transcriptase mixture was added and incubated for an hour at 43°C. RT-PCR products were 

fractionated on an 0.8% agarose gel, the expected bands were cut out from the gel, then 

purified using a Geneclean Kit (Bio 101; Vista, CA), and sequenced to determine the coding 

region. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Genetic Fine Structure Map of the S0S3 Locus 

Wild-type Arabidopsis plants with Landsberg ecotype were crossed with a plant 

from the Columbia ecotype homozygous for recessive sos3-l mutation. The resulting F1 

heterozygous plants were allowed to self to generate a segregated F2 generation. In the 

meiosis preceding the gametogenesis of F1 plants, crossing-over events took place between 

the chromatids of the homologous chromosomes. These recombination events resulted in 

recombinational breakpoints between the sos3 locus and the flanking sequences 

corresponding to the flanking molecular markers. 

426 homozygous sosS plants were identified from the F2 population by a root 

bending assay on MS plates supplemented with 100 mM NaCl. Homozygous plants were 

individually grown in soil and allowed to self again. DNA was extracted from a single leaf 

of each of the 426 homozygous F2 plants. 

Extracted DNA was used as templates for PCR-based sunple sequence length 

polymorphism (SSLP) and cleaved amplified polymorphic sequences (CAPS) mapping. 

Representative SSLP and CAPS markers were randomly chosen from each of the five 

chromosomes. DNA sequences corresponding to each SSLP or CAPS marker were 

amplified by PCR and analyzed on an agarose gel. Among 426 F2 families representing 

852 analyzed chromatids, 4 could be identified carrying recombinational breakpoints 

between SSLP marker ngal39 on chromosome 5 and SOSS locus, and another 14 carried 

recombinadon events between CAPS marker CDPK9 on chromosome 5. Based on this 

result, SOS3 locus was mapped on chromosome 5 between markers ngal39 and CDPK9. 
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The observed recombinant events were used to calculate genetic distance, expressed 

as centiMorgan (cM), between molecular markers ngal39 and CDPK9 and S0S3 locus. 

One unit of cM is referred to as a recombination frequency of 1% in the gametes. Genetic 

distance is therefore defined as the average number of recombination events taking place 

between two loci during meiosis. According to these data, ngal39 was mapped 0.5 cM 

distal from S0S3 gene, while CDPK 1.6 cM proximal (Fig, 3.1). 

The 18 F2 plants carrying crossingover breakpoints between ngal39 and S0S3 

locus or between CDPK9 and S0S3 locus were selfed again to produce the F3 generation. 

The rest of the F2 plants were discarded. The F3 families, reflecting the genotype of the 

individual F2 plants, were further analyzed. Genomic DNA was isolated from the F3 

families. The DNA was digested with restriction enzymes and subjected to Southem 

analysis using HFLP markers as radioactively labeled probes. 

A few RFLP markers existed in genetic region between ngal39 and CDPK9. One 

of the RFLP marker KG-10 detected that 13 out of the 14 F3 families containing 

crossingover breakpoints between CDPK9 and S0S3 locus were recombinants. This 

marker represented a 1.5cM genetic distance proximal from S0S3 gene. Another RFLP 

marker g45S6 detected 2 recombinant F3 families among 4 families carrying recombination 

events between ngal39 and S0S3 locus. The calculated genetic position of g4S56 was 0.23 

cM distal from the SOS3 gene (Fig. 3.1). 

3.2. Chromosome Walking to the S0S3 Locus 

A yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) contig covering CDPK9-ngal39 region was 

published by the Japanese KAZUSA genome sequencing center 

(http://www.kazusa.or.jp/arabi/) (Fig. 3.2). Right and left ends of YAC clones from this 

http://www.kazusa.or.jp/arabi/
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Figure 3.1. Genetic map of S0S3 locus. 
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YAC contig were isolated as products of the inverse PCR reaction. Those end probes that 

could detect fragment polymorphism between Columbia and Landsburg ecotypes were used 

for further RFLP mapping. RFLP analysis mapped the left end of CICI2F2 (I2F2L) 0.4 

cM proximal fi-om SOS3 gene and left end of EG20H2 (20H2L) 0.1 cM distal to S0S3 

gene. These two molecular markers were fiirther extended toward the S0S3 gene by 

screening a BAC library. 

Since it has been estimated that in Arabidopsis 1 cM is roughly equal to physical 

distance of 150 kb, the physical distance between 12F2L and 20H2L should be about 100 

kb. Since the average size for a bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) is around lOOkb, 

several BAC clones should cover the region between 12F2L and 20H2L. The screening of 

BAC library filters with radioactive labeled 12F2L or 20H2L had led to identification of two 

sets of BAC clones (Figure 3.3). TAMU2D1 hybridized to 12F2L, while TAMU1E7 

hybridized to 20H2L. Further screening of IGF BAC library isolated one BAC clone IGF 

B122PI211 that could hybridized to both probes (Fig. 3.4). 

The right and left ends of these BACs were isolated by inverse PCR and used as 

RFLP markers for fiirther fine mapping. Based on RFLP analysis, 2D1R was mapped 

~0.2 cM proximal firom S0S3 locus, while 1E7L was mapped 0 cM firom S0S3 gene, 

indicating tight linkage of 1E7L to S0S3 locus (Figure 3.4). 

1E7L was used for screening cosmid clones from an Arabidopsis genomic library 

(Olszewski et ai, 1988). One of the isolated cosmid clones was found capable of 

hybridizing with both 1E7L and 2DIR. This cosmid clone was transformed into sos3-l 

mutant plants by Agrobacterium -mediated transformation techniques. The transgenic 

plants appeared to complement the growth defects of sos3-l mutant plants on MS plates 

supplemented with lOOmM NaCl. Complementation analysis indicated that this cosmid 

contained the S0S3 locus. 
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3.3. Identification of the S0S3 Gene 

During the process of chromosome walking toward the S0S3 locus, the sequences 

of several PI clones expanded from KG-10 to 12F2L on chromosome 5 were released by 

the Japanese KAZUSA genome sequencing center. This sequence information greatly 

accelerated the progress of the positional cloning toward S0S3 gene. 

It was found that the sequences of 1E7L and 2D1R matched to one of the PI clones, 

the M0P9 (Fig. 3.4), indicating that S0S3 gene should be harbored in MOP9 between 

molecular markers 1E7L and 2D1R. The physical distance between 1E7L and 2D IR is 

about 20kb. There are three hypothetical genes within this region. To identify the S0S3 

gene, genomic DNA fragments corresponding to putative open reading frames (ORFs) 

between IE7L and 2DIR were amplified from sos3 mutant plants by PGR and sequenced 

(Fig. 3.5). Sequence analysis revealed a 9 base pair deletion in the hypothetical P3 gene in 

sos3 mutant plants. The deletion is consistent with the sos3 mutation having been generated 

by fast neutron bombardment (Liu and Zhu, 1997b). Genomic DNA covering the predicted 

P3 ORF, from 1100 bp upstream of the initiation codon to 1587 bp downstream of the 

initiation codon, was amplified from wild-type plants and cloned into the pBINI9 binary 

vector between the Hind in and Xbal sites (Fig. 3.5). The construct was first transformed 

into Agrobacterium strain GV3101 and then transformed into sos3-I plants by a modified 

vacuum infiltration method. 

Primary transformants was selected on 0.7% MS plates supplemented with 30 mg/L 

kanamycin and 5(X) mg/L vancomycin. The primary transformants and their progeny were 

tested for NaGI tolerance by using the root bending assay. Fifty independent transformants 

were tested and all complemented the so53 phenotype (Fig. 3.6). 
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Figure 3.5. Gene Structure of S0S3 an(J Position of the sos3 Mutation. 
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the left and right borders of the genomic fragment that complemented 
sos3 mutant phenotypes. 



Figure 3.6. Complementation of sos3 by the Wild-Type S0S3 Gene. 

(A) Wild type; (B) sosS; (C) transgenic sos3 containing the wild type S0S3 gene. Four-

day-old seedlings grown on MS nutrient medium were transferred to an MS medium 

supplemented with 100 mM NaCl. The picture was taken 10 days after the transfer to 100 

mM NaCl. The plants were grown upside down for observation of root growth following 

the root bending assay. The wild type, sos3 and complemented sos3 plants did not show 

any difference when grown on MS medium without supplementation of NaCl. 
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3.4. Isolation of the S0S3 cDNA 

The labeled BannH I-Kpnl fragment of S0S3 genomic DNA (Fig. 3.5) was used as 

probe to screen an Arabidopsis cDNA library ftom Arabidopsis Biology Research Center 

(ABRC) (Ohio). The transcribed sequence of the S0S3 gene was determined by 

sequencing several overlapping cDNAs obtained by library screening. Reverse 

transcriptase (RT)-PCR was also applied to isolate a cDNA clone from wilt-type plants and 

sos3 mutant plants. Sequences of these RT-PCR products were determined. A 9-base pair 

deletion was found in the cDNA isolated from sos3-l plants, consistent with the fact that 

there was a 9 base pair deletion in sos3 genomic DNA. 

3.5. S0S3-. A Single Copy Gene in Arabidopsis 

Southern blot analysis was performed to determine if S0S3 in Arabidopsis is 

encoded by one or multiple genes. Genomic DNA of wild type and sos3 plants was 

digested uath several restriction enzymes. In all the cases, only a single band was detected 

after restriction digesdon and hybridization with the S0S3 3' untransladon region (data not 

shown). This result suggests that sos3 is a single copy gene in Arabidopsis thaliana. 

To investigate the expression patterns of SOS3 gene, the total RNA was isolated 

from leaf and root dssues of wild-type or sos3 mutant plants with or without salt treatment 

and subjected to Northern analysis with radioactive labeled S0S3 3' untranslation region. 

Northern blot was not able to detect any expression of S0S3 after prolonged exposure (data 

not shown). 

An effort to use mRNA for Northem analysis also failed to detect steady state 

expression of SOS3 gene in Arabidopsis leaf and root tissues (data not shown). These 
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results indicated that the S0S3 gene is expressed at a very low abundance. Subsequently, a 

more sensitive RT-PCR method was applied to investigate the SOS3 expression pattern. 

RT-PCR analysis showed that the S0S3 gene is expressed in all plant tissues and that the 

expression does not change in response to potassium starvation or salt stress (data not 

shown). 

3.6. Structure of the S0S3 Gene 

The S0S3 gene contains 8 exons and 7 introns (Fig. 3.5). The deduced amino acid 

sequence of the S0S3 gene is similar to that of a large number of EF-hand calcium-binding 

proteins (Moncrief et aL, 1990; Cyert and Thomer, 1992). According to criteria defined by 

Kretsinger and coworkers (Moncrief et aL, 1990), S0S3 contains three potential Ca*^ 

binding sites (Figure 3.7). Interestingly, the second consensus acidic amino acid residues 

(D or N) in all three Ca"* binding loops are replaced by basic residues (K or R) in S0S3. 

The deletion in the sos3 mutant occurs in a highly conserved region and likely disables Car* 

binding of the second putative EF-hand (Figure 3.7). The fact that high external Ca*^ 

suppresses the sos3 mutant phenotype (Liu and Zhu, 1997b) suggests that the mutation 

raises the threshold of Ca"* activation of S0S3. 

The proteins most similar to the S0S3 gene product are the B subunit of calcineurin 

(CnB) firom protozoa (Schaad et aL, 1996), yeast (Dizhoor et aL, 1991; Olafsson et aL, 

1995) and animal neuronal calcium sensors (NCS) (Towler et aL, 1988; Luan et aL, 1993; 

Tong et aL, 1995). The deduced amino acid sequence of S0S3 shows 27-31% identity and 

49-51% similarity with CnB from various organisms. In general, the sequence homology is 

slighdy higher with microbial CnB than with animal CnB. 

Another common feature of S0S3, CnB and NCS is the presence of a conserved 

myristoylation motif at their N-termini (Fig. 3.7). Myristoylation is a covalent modification 
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of a protein by a myristoyl group. It has been demonstrated that myristoyladon of a protein 

can affect its activities by facilitating its association with membrane systems or interactions 

with other proteins (Abraham and Veiilette, 1990; Zozulya and Stryer, 1992; Dizhoor et ai, 

1993; Chen, era/., 1993). 

4. DISCUSSION 

This work describes the positional cloning and sequencing of the S0S3 locus of 

Arabidopsis thaliana (Liu and Zhu, 1998). The SOS3 gene is an essential component for 

potassium nutrition and salt tolerance. Mutations in S0S3 render hypersensitivity of NaCl 

and growth defect under low potassium conditions to mutant plants (Liu and Zhu, 1997b). 

However, increased external Ca""^ completely corrects the growth defect of sos3 under low 

K* conditions and partially suppresses the growth inhibition by NaCl (Liu and Zhu, 1997b). 

4.1. sos3-l : the Only Isolated Allele of the sos3 

Thus far, only one allele of sos3 has been isolated. The sos3-l was identified under 

a relative low salt stress condition (50mM NaCl). Under this condition, the growth 

inhibition of the sos3-l was not easily distinguished from that of the wild-type plants. As a 

result, other sos3 alleles might have been ignored by the low stringent screening. Extensive 

screenings under higher stiingent conditions (higher levels of NaCl) may allow us to find 

new sos3 alleles. However, if the sensitivity of the sos3 mutants to the salt stress is 

dependent on the calcium-binding capability of the sos3 gene products, a single mutation 

generated by EMS might not change dramatically the calcium binding of the sos3. Thus, 

such mutant aUeles will be difficult to identify by phenotypic screenings. In contrast, null 
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mutants of sos3 caused by a frame shift or a large deletion might be extremely sensitive to 

NaCl even at low concentrations. As a result, when the phenotypes of these mutants show 

up, the mutants might have been permanently damaged and can not be rescued for future 

studies. 

A 9-base-pau- deletion was found in sos3-l genomic DNA as well as cDNA. The 

deletion was consistent with the fact that sos3-l is generated by fast neutron mutagenesis. 

The 9-bp deletion took place in a highly conserved calcium binding domain, suggesting that 

calcium binding might be important for S0S3. 

4.2. Positional Cloning of S0S3 

The cloning of the S0S3 gene was solely based on the phenotype caused by the 

sos3 mutation. The segregation of the mutated allele was scored among a mapping 

population of 426 progenies of the initial mapping cross. Genetic fine structure mapping 

narrowed down S0S3 locus into a 0.5cM genetic interval. The partially released genomic 

sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana greatly facilitated the cloning process. The mutated 

region in sos3 was identified by comparing the sequence of the mutant plant and the wild 

type. The genomic DNA fragment corresponding to the wild-type S0S3 gene was used for 

the complementation assay. 

4.2.1. Molecular Markers Facilitate the E^ocess of Positional Cloning 

In this work, several types of molecular markers have been used to genetically fine 

map S0S3 locus. Finding molecular markers tightly linked to the gene of interest is 

extremely important because a successful map-based cloning of a gene is totally dependent 
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on a high quality genetic fine structure map. The closer the flanking markers to the gene of 

interest, the easier this gene can be cloned. 

In this work, both PCR-based and Southern blot-based molecular markers were 

used to map S0S3 locus. PCR-based molecular markers such as SSLP markers and CAPS 

markers were selected for the first run of mapping. Compared to RFLP-based mapping, 

PCR-based markers require fewer DNA samples. DNA quickly extracted from one or two 

young leaves can provide good enough templates for many PCR reactions. So, these 

markers can easily screen a large number of recombinants in a short period of time. 

Because the creation of new SSLP and CAPS markers relies on the knowledge of sequence 

information, the release of more sequences of Arabidopsis thaliana will dramatically 

increase the density of PCR-based markers distributed on Arabidopsis genome and 

facilitate the procedure of map-based cloning in the near future. 

Once all available PCR-based molecular markers were screened, the SOS3 locus was 

further mapped by RFLP markers. Southern blot-based RFLP screening required a large 

amount of relatively high quality DNA. Usually, the F3 families, reflecting the genotypes of 

F2 generations, are required for DNA preparation. This process is more laborious and time 

consuming compared to that for PCR-based markers. Sometimes, creation of new RFLP 

markers is necessary for further fine mapping of the gene of interest. In this work, new 

RFLP markers were created by isolation of the ends of YAC or BAC clones. 

4.2.2. YAC or BAC End Isolation 

One of the crucial points during positional cloning of a gene is to localized 

genetically a set of physically overlapping genomic clones identified with the molecular 

marker revealing the smallest genetic distance to the gene of interest. This is usually done 
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by isolating end probes of the genomic clones. The new probes function as new genetic 

markers, i.e., RFLP markers. The genetic positions of the RFLP probes relative to the gene 

of interest are subsequently determined in genetic mapping experiments. 

The whole Arabidopsis genome is almost completely covered by YAC and BAC 

contigs. One can get the information about YAC and BAC contigs from the Internet. The 

usefulness of the contig information relies on (1) if YAC or BAC ends are able to be 

isolated and (2) if the isolated ends can detect polymorphisms among different ecotypes of 

Arabidopsis. Some YAC end probes are either recalcitrant to isolation by inverse PCR or 

several distinct PCR products are obtained using template DNA isolated from a single YAC. 

This phenomenon may have been caused by sequences of YAC insert that share homologs 

to the inverse-PCR (iPCR) primers sufficient for priming in the PCR reaction. The DNA 

of the natural yeast chromosomes may also contain target sequences for priming with iPCR 

primers and may cause non-specific amplification products. This problem may be solved 

by using the purified YAC as template for the PCR reactions. In some cases, the fragments 

used for PCR amplification may be too long to be amplified. 

In diis work, several ends from different YAC clones were isolated and their 

orientations were determined by reciprocal hybridization to the DNA of parental YACs. 

The ends closer to S0S3 locus were further mapped. Two new markers, i.e., 12F2L and 

20H2L, were identified closely flanking the S0S3 locus. 

The YAC end probes generated by inverse PCR reactions could not be used for 

YAC library rescreening. Cross hybridization of at least the primer sequences present in the 

iPCR products with the YAC vector can lead to the identification of many false-positives. 

However, end probes of YAC clones can be used for BAC library screening due to the fact 

that there is no sequence homology between BAC and YAC vectors. During this work, 

YAC end probes 12F2L and 20H2L were used for screening a BAC library. The ends of 
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isolated BAC clones were generated by iPCR and further mapped by RFLP. The right end 

of TAMU2D1 was mapped -0.2 cM proximal from S0S3 locus, while 1E7L was mapped 0 

cM from S0S3 gene. 

4.2.3. Final Localization of the S0S3 Gene 

The released sequence information indicated that S0S3 gene is located in a 20kb 

interval between molecular markers 1E7L and 2DIR in PI clone M0P9. Three 

hypodietical genes were found in this region. One of them, the hypothetical P3 gene, 

encodes a protein homologous to the animal neuronal calcium sensor (NCS). This is a very 

strong candidate gene because S0S3 is a calcium mediated regulator for salt tolerance and 

potassium nutrition (Liu and 2h\i, 1997b). However, this hypothetical gene is about 2kb 

away from 2D1R and 20kb from 1E7L. Comparison of the sequences of the hypothetical 

P3 genes from wild-type and sos3-I mutant plants reveals a 9-base-pair deletion in mutant 

sos3-l. No sequence differences of other two hypothetical genes were found between wild 

type and sos3-l. The complementation assay indicated that indeed the hypothetical P3 gene 

is S0S3. 

The S0S3 gene is about 2kb away from 2DIR and 20kb from 1E7L (Fig. 3.4). 

However, the genetic distances from S0S3 locus to 2D1R and to 1E7L are 0.2 cM and 0 

cM, respectively. The obvious differences between physical and genetic distance are caused 

by unevenly distributed crossingover breakpoints in this region. 

4.3. The S0S3 Gene Product 

The deduced amino acid sequence of S0S3 implicates that SOS3 is a homolog of 

NCS of mammalians and calcineurin B subunit (Cnfi) of yeast. The deduced amino acid 
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sequence of SOS3 shows 27-31% identity and 49-51% similarity with CnB from various 

organisms. S0S3 shares 30-31% identity and 49-50% similarity in amino acid sequence 

with animal NCS. In the following secdon, a brief account is given of the properties and 

functions of NCS, and CnB. 

4.3.1. Functions of the Animal NCS 

NCSs are abundant proteins existing in animal neuronal systems. The overall 

functions of these classes of protein are not clear. Recoverin, a member of NCS family 

functioning in retinal rod cells, possesses a calcium-myristoyl switch (Dizhoor et ai, 1993). 

Myristoylated, but not non-myristoylated, recoverin controls the lifetime of photoexcited 

rhodopsin by inhibiting rhodopsin kinase in a Ca~^-dependent manner (Klenchin et ai, 

1995). 

4.3.2. Structure of Calcineurin 

The structure of calcineurin has been discussed in detail in Chapter 1 of this 

dissertation. 

4.3.3. Physiological Functions of CaN in Animals 

CaN plays a critical role in regulation of numerous cellular fiinctions in animals and 

in fiingi. In animals, CaN activates protein phosphatase-1 (PPl) by dephosphorylating 

inhibitor-1 and DARP-32 that are strong inhibitors of PPl when phosphorylated (Klee et 

ai, 1988). 
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CaN is an essential component of the signaling pathway leading to T-cell activation. 

It modulates the activities of members of the NFAT (nuclear factor of activated T cells) 

family which are transcription factors mediating the inducible transcription of cytokine 

genes during T-cell activation (Guerini, 1997). During inunune response, NFAT is 

translocated from the cytosol to the nucleus after its nuclear localization signal is unmasked 

by CaN-mediated dephosphorylation, thereby causing expression of genes such as 

interleukin-2 (IL-2) required for T-cell activadon (Shibasaki, et al. 1996). 

Immunosuppresant drugs cyclosporin A (CsA) and FK506 and their associated 

cytoplasmic inununophilins, cyclophilins and FK506-binding proteins (FKBPs), 

respectively, specifically inhibit CaN activities (Liu etai, 1991) and, thus, block signal 

transduction cascades required for T-cell activation (Guerini, 1997). CaN also regulates 

Ca"^ homeostasis of animal cells by dephosphorylation of Ca"^ channels and IPS receptors 

(Cameron er a/., 1995). 

4.3.4. Physiological Functions of CaN in Yeast 

In yeast S. cerevisae, CaN plays central roles in the recovery of yeast cells from 

pheromone-induced cell arrest, maintenance of ionic homeostasis, cell polarity and integrity 

(Garrett-Engele et ai, 1995). Exposure of yeast to pheromone of opposite-type cells 

results in a reversible arrest of the haploid cells at the G, phase of the cell cycle (Bardwell et 

al., 1994; Kuijan, 1993), which is an essential process required for mating. After removal 

or prolonged exposure to constant levels of pheromone, arrested cells are able to recover 

from pheromone-imposed cell cycle arrest and resume vegetative growth (lida et al., 1990). 

Although the cascade that leads to pheromone-induced cell cycle arrest is among the best 

understood signal transduction pathways (see reviews Bardwell et al., 1994; Kuijan, 1993), 

the components in the process of resumption of cell division are less understood. CaN is 
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one of the known components that are essential for recovery because yeast cells defective in 

CaN failed to reenter cell cycles (Cyert and Thomer, 1992; Moser et ai, 1994). 

CaN is also an essential component for salt tolerance in yeast. This topic has been 

reviewed in detail in Chapter 1. 

4.3.5. Conclusive Remarks 

Na* stress elicits a rapid rise in the cytosolic Ca"^ concentration (Lynch et al, 1989; 

Knight et al., 1997). This presumably initiates a signaling cascade leading to plant adaptive 

responses. The sequence similarity between S0S3 and CnB and NCS suggests that S0S3 

responds to the Ca*" signal by activating a protein phosphatase and/or by inhibiting a 

protein kinase which then regulates and Na* transport systems. 

In yeast cells, calcineurin is required to switch transport firom low to high affinity 

mode for improved K^/Na"" selectivity during Na* stress (Mendoza et ai, 1994,1996; 

Stadiopoulos and Cyert, 1997). It is also essential for the transcriptional induction of the 

ENAl gene encoding a Na^-ATPase that pumps Na^ out of the cell (Mendoza et ai, 1994, 

1996; Stathopoulos and Cyert, 1997). For the many K* channels and symporters cloned 

from plants, functional characterization of their transport activity has been shown, but their 

regulation during potassium acquisition and salt stress remains entirely unknown. Unlike 

Saccharomyces crevasse, plants do not appear to have a Na^-ATPase. Na*-H* antiporter 

activity has been detected in plant cells but its molecular identity is unknown (Barkla and 

Blumwald, 1991). 

For plants, the amount and interactions of three abundant soil cations, Ca~% and 

Na"^ are essential determinants of potassium nutritioa and salt tolerance and therefore greatly 
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influence plant productivity. Our evidence suggests that S0S3 is a key protein mediating 

the interaction of K*, Na"^ and Ca"^. Our results provide an explanation of the beneficial 

effect of Ca'^ on plant salt tolerance by demonstrating that the effect is mediated by a 

specific Ca-^ binding protein. The detection of a plant signaling pathway for ionic balance 

may also open new approaches for the engineering of increased salt tolerance and improved 

potassium nutrition in crops. 
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CHAPTER IV 

A POSSIBLE CALCIUM-MYRISTOYL SWITCH INVOLVED IN SALT 

TOLERANCE OF HIGHER PLANTS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For all eukaryotic organisms, many environmental and developmental cues can 

cause an increase of cytosolic free Ca"* concentration ([Ca**]^,) that acts as a second 

messenger modulating numerous physiologic changes in different cell types (Clapham, 

1995). In plants, Ca*^ mediates cellular activities such as abscisic acid (ABA)-induced 

stomatal closure, gibberellic acid (GA)-induced aleurone degradation, and red light-induced 

gene expression (Bush, 1995). 

Recently, much effort has gone into identifying Ca'^-mediated signaling pathways. 

Covalent modifications of proteins can serve as dynamic parmers in cellular signaling. In 

animals and fiingi, modification of proteins by phosphorylation or dephosphorylation could 

be one of the key Ca** targets. Ca*^-mediated protein phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation are catalyzed by Ca'Vcalmodulin (CaM)-dependent protein kinases and 

Ca"7CaM-dependent protein phosphatases (calcineurin, or CaN), respectively. 

Much progress has been made in understanding the structure and functions of CaN 

(also called protein phosphatase type 2B, PP2B) that is conserved in animals and fimgi. 

CaN is a heterodimer consisting of a catalytic A subunit (CnA) and a regulatory B subunit 

(CnB) (Klee et aL, 1979). CnA contains at least four fimctional domains; an amino-terminal 

catalytic domain, which executes the function of protein dephosphorylation, followed by a 
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CnB-binding domain, a CaM-binding domain and an autoinhibitory domain (Kincaid, 

1993). 

CnB belongs to the EF-hand type Ca""^ binding protein family (Guerini, 1997). It 

contains four Ca'^ binding domains and a conserved myristoylation site at its N-terminus. 

The myristoylation of a protein is thought to facilitate its association with membranes 

(Abraham and Veillette, 1990; Zozulya and Stryer, 1992; Dizhoor et ai, 1993) and/or 

interaction with other proteins (Dizhoor er a/., 1993; Chen, e? a/., 1993). Myristoylation 

can also stablize proteins in the cytosol (Monica, et ai, 1993). 

CaN is essential for a variety of cellular functions from T-ceil activation in animals 

to regulation of cell cycle and recovery of pheromone-induced cell arrest in yeast (Guerini, 

1997; Bardwell, et ai, 1994; Garrett-Engele, et ai, 1995). CaN is also a necessary 

component for regulating ionic balance and thus salt tolerance in yeast, a system that is 

considered a model for plant research. Pharmaceutical and physiologic evidence has 

suggested the existence of a CaN homolog in plants (Bressan et ai, 1998). 

Other Ca-* targets in signal transduction are some of the myristoylated Ca-^-binding 

proteins. Myristoylation is a process of protein modification, by which a myristoyl group, a 

short-chain fatty acid, is covalendy attached at the amino terminus of a protein (Wilcox et 

ai, 1987; Gordon et ai, 1991). The biological importance of such modification was first 

emphasized by the observation that only myristoylated, but not non-myristoylated, viral Src 

protein was oncogenic (Kamps et ai, 1991). It has been suggested that myristoylation is 

essential for the association of some proteins to membranes or interaction with other 

proteins. 

Both CnB of yeast and neuronal calcium sensor (NCS) of mammals are capable of 

Ca'^ binding and myristoylation. Although both proteins are regulated by Ca~% 

myristoylation has distinct roles for CaN and NCS. In the case of yeast CnB, 

myristoylation is not required for either its function in salt tolerance and recovery from 
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pherotnone-induced cell cycle anest or its association with CnA or membrane (Zhu et ai, 

1995). However, myristoylation of CnB contributes to stability of the CnA/CnB 

heterodimer (Kennedy e/a/., 1996). 

In contrast, myristoylation plays essential roles for the functions of NCS. For 

example, myristoylated but not nonmyristoylated recoverin, a member of NCS family 

functioning in retinal rod cells, controls the lifetime of photoexcited rhodopsin by inhibiting 

rhodopsin kinase in a Ca"*-dependent manner (Klenchin et ai, 1995). Rocoverin 

undergoes a calcium-myristoyl switch (Dizhoor et ai, 1993). In the calcium free state, the 

myristoyl group is embedded in a hydrophobic pocket. The binding of Ca"* to recoverin 

induces conformational changes and causes exposure of the myristoyl group to the cytosol 

(Ames et ai, 1997). The extrusion of myristoyl group facilitates the association of 

recoverin with disc membranes, which enhances the inhibitory effect of recoverin on 

rhodopsis kinase (Ames etaL, 1997; Chen etai, 1995). 

Recently, S0S3, a gene homologous to CnB of yeast and neuronal calcium sensor 

(NCS) of mammals, has been identified. (Liu and Zhu, 1997; 1998). Like CnB (Cyert and 

Thomer, 1992) and NCS (Ladant, 1995). SOS3 contains putative EF-hand Ca~* binding 

domains and a myristoylation motif at its N-terminus (Liu and Zhu, 1998). sos3-l has a 9 

base pair deletion in the second conserved EF-hand domain, but with an intact 

myristoylation motif (Liu and Zhu, 1998). sos3-l is hypersensitive to ionic stress and 

defective in growth under low potassium. 

However, the growth defects under salt stress or low K* conditions are suppressed 

by increased Ca~* level in media (Liu and Zhu 1997). The phenotypes of sos3-l were 

similar to those of cnb of yeast. So, it is interesting to know if SOS3 binds to calcium and 

if myristoylation of S0S3 is essential for its functions. 

In this chapter, I show that S0S3 is able to bind to calcium and to be myristoylated 

in vitro. The mutant SOS3 proteins that fail to be myristoylated cannot complement sos3 
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phenotypes. The results indicate that both calcium binding and myristoylation are essential 

for S0S3 functions. 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Expression of S0S3, sos3 and SOS3-G2A in Bacteria 

The cDNAs of S0S3 (wild type) and sos3 (containing a 9-bp deletion in conserved 

calcium binding domain) were obtained by RT-PCR ftom wild-type plants and sos3 mutant 

plants, respectively, as described in Chapter 3. The cDNAs were subcloned into pBluescript 

SK (-) vector (Stratagene, La Jola, CA) to obtain pS0S3 and psos3, respectively. The 

constructs were sequenced to ensure that no serendipitous mutations were introduced 

during the cloning procedures. 

To express S0S3 and sos3 in bacteria, the corresponding cDNAs were isolated 

from pS0S3 and psos3 by polymerase chain reaction (PGR) with a sense primer pET5 and 

an antisense primer MOPXhoL. The sequence of pET5 is 

(5')GCCAGGCCATATGGGCTGCTCTGTATCGA(3'), and MOPXhoL: 

(5')AGTACACAAGGCAAGT(3'). The procedure used to obtain SOS3-G2A cDNA was 

the same as that of S0S3, except that an altered nucleoside was introduced to the sense 

primer to create a G2A change: (5')GCCAGGCCATATGG£CTGCTCTGTATCGA(3'). 

The amplified cDNAs were digested with Ndel and Xkol and inserted between Ndel 

and Xhol sites of the bacterial expression vector pET14b to generate constructs pETS0S3, 

pETsos3 and pETSOS3-G2A. The plasmids were transformed into the E. coli strain BL21 

(DE3) for protein expression. Aliquots of 0.5 ml of the bacterial overnight cultures 

containing pETSOS3, pETsos3 or pETSOS3-G2A were subcultured into 5 ml of fresh 



Luria-Bertani medium plus carbenidUin (100 mg/ml) and allowed to grow for l.S h at 

370c. The cultures were then induced for 2.5h by addition of EPTG to 0.4 mM. Aliquots 

of the cultures were taken, bacterial cells pelleted by centrifugation and used for sodium 

dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) analysis. The 

recombinant proteins were further purifled by using His-Tag column following the 

manufacturer's instructions. 

2.2. Calcium Binding Assays 

Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and transferred onto nitrocellulose by 

electroblotting. After transfer, the membrane was soaked in a solution containing lOmM 

imidazole-HCl (pH 6.8), 60mM KCl and 5mM MgCl2, and the buffer was exchanged three 

times during a 1.5-h period. The membrane was then incubated in the same buffer 

containing 37kBq/inl of'*^Ca"^ for 10 min. The membrane was rinsed with distilled water 

for 20 min and air dried before radiography for 12h. 

2.3. In vitro Transcription and Translation 

In vitro transcription and translation reactions were carried out using the TNT Quick 

Coupled Transcription/Translation Systems (Promega, Madison, WI) in the presence of 

[^H]leucine or [^H]myristic acid under the conditions recommended by the manufacturer. 

The templates were cDNAs of S0S3, sos3 and SOS3-G2A. 

2.4.35S-SOS3 and35S-SOS(G2A) Constructs 



pS0S3 was used as the template to obtain S0S3 and SOS3(G2A) cDNAs by PGR. 

A mismatch nucleoside was introduced to the sense primer of SOS3(G2A) to create a 

codon change of the second amino acid from glycine to alanine. The PGR products were 

digested with Xba I and Sst I and inserted between Xba 1 and Sst I sites of pBI121. 

2.5. 35S-SOS3-mGFP, 35S-SOS3(G2A}-mGFP Gonstructs 

Wild-type SOS3 cDNA was amplified from pS0S3 by PGR with a sense primer 

(5')AGGATGTAGAATGGGGTGGTGTGTATGGAA(3') and an antisense primer 

(5')CCTTAGATCTCGTTTTGCAATTCCATTTCT(3'). The procedure was the same for 

the isolation of SOS3(G2A) cDNA except that a different sense primer was used: 

(5')AGTCTGTAGAAGAAGGGTGTGTTTGTATGGi:CTGC(3'). The PGR products 

were digested with Xba I and Bgl n and subcloned into Xba I and BamH I sites of GD3-

326 vector (ABRG, Ohio). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. S0S3 Is A Galcium Binding Protein 

To determine whether S0S3 is a calcium binding protein, the recombinant proteins 

of SOS3, sos3 and SOS3-G2A were obtained by expression of pETSOS3, pETsos3 and 

pETSOS3-G2A in E. coli as described in Materials and Methods. Upon induction of 

IPTG, the recombinant proteins became the predominant proteins in E. coli (Fig. 4.1. A. 

lanes 4, S and 6). Immunoblotting assays indicated that these recombinant proteins were 

SOS3 (data not shown). 



1 2 3 4 5 6 

A. Coomassae 

B. 4sca2+ 

Figure 4.1. SOS3 Binds Ca2+ In Vitro. 
A, Coomassae stained SDS-PAGE gel. B, fluorography showing the 
Calcium binding to proteins. Lane 1, marker; lane 2, 
Caltractin; lane 3, BSA; lane 4, SOS3; lane 5, sos3; lane 6, 
SOS3(G-A). 
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Caltractin (Fig. 4.1. A and B: lane 2), a known calcium-binding protein, and BSA 

(Fig. 4.1. A and B: lane 3), a known non-calcium-binding protein, was used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. The data showed that SOS3 binds to calcium (Fig. 4.1. B: 

lane 4). A G2A change that abolished the conserved myristoylation site of S0S3 did not 

alter the calcium-binding of S0S3 (Fig. 4.1. B; lane 6), indicating that myristoylation is not 

required for calcium binding. 

No calcium binding was detected by overnight exposure of sos3 protein, which has 

a three amino acid deletion in a conserved calcium-binding domain (Fig. 4.1. B: lane S). 

However, after prolonged exposure, a weak signal could be detected in the position where 

sos3 recombinant protein was located (data not shown). These results indicated that the 

three-amino acid deletion in the conserved calcium-binding domain severely reduced, but 

did not abolish, the calcium binding of sos3. 

3.2. S0S3 Can Be Myristoylated in vitro 

To examine if S0S3 can be myristoylated in vitro, S0S3 and SOS3-G2A cDNAs 

were transcribed and translated in vitro by TNT Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation 

Systems (Promega, Madison, WI) in the presence of [^H]leucine or [^H]myristic acid. The 

translation products were separated on an SDS-PAGE gel. The gel was dried and 

visualized by fluorography. In the presence of [^H]leucine, both S0S3, with conserved 

MGxxxSK myristoylation sequences, and SOS3-G2A, with an alteration of the second 

glycine changed to alanine, were labeled by [^H]leucine (Fig. 4.2). This result indicated that 

the in vitro transcription and translation was working. However, in the presence of 
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[^H]myristic acid, S0S3, but not SOS3-G2A was labeled, indicating that a change of the 

second glycine to alanine abolished the attachment of myristoyl group to SOS3. 

3.3. Myristoylation Is Required for the in vivo Function of S0S3 

S0S3 is myristoylated in vitro (Fig. 4.2). To test if myristoylation is required for 

the in vivo functions of S0S3, S0S3 and SOS3(G2A) cDNAs under the control of a 35S-

promoter were introduced into sos3 mutant plants. The ttansgenic plants and their 

kanamycin-resistant T3 progenies were tested for growth on lOOmM NaCl plates. Under 

salt sttess conditions, the 35S-SOS3 construct can complement the sos3 phenotype, while 

the 35S-SOS3(G2A) construct cannot (data not shown). A change of the second glycine 

residue to alanine abolished the myristoylation of S0S3 in vitro (Fig. 4.3), and this might 

also reflect the situation in vivo. If this is true, the genetic results strongly suggest that 

myristoylation of SOS3 is essential for its functions. It is worth noting that the constitutive 

expression of S0S3 in all tissues and cells did not interfere widi normal cellular functions, 

since all transgenic plants and their progenies grew normally under non-NaCl stress 

conditions (data not shown). 

3.4. Cellular Localization of SOS3 

The genetic data suggested that both Ca"^ binding (Liu and Zhu, 1998) and 

myristoylation (Fig. 4.3.) of SOS3 are essential for plant salt tolerance. It is likely that 

S0S3 also undergoes a calcium-myristoyl switch in vivo. This hypothesis is based on the 

fact that salt stress causes an increase of the free Ca^^ level in the cytosol of plant cells 

(Lynch et al., 1989) and myristoylation is required for SOS3 function (Fig. 4.3.). If S0S3 
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Figure 4.3. Myristoylation Is Required for the Functions of SOS3. 

Seedlings of sos3 mutant plants, wild type (WT) plants, and sosS mutant plants transformed 

with either SOS3 (MGxxxSK) or SOS3-G2A (MAxxxSK) were treated on MS plates 

(upper panel) or MS plates supplemented with 100 mM NaCl for six days. 
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adopts the calcium-myristoyl switch mechanism in response to salt stress, the cellular 

localization of SOS3 might be different before and after salt stress. 

The green fluorescent protein (GFP) of jelly fish was used as a marker for cellular 

localization of S0S3 proteins. The 35S-SOS3-mGFP and the 35S-SOS3(G2A)-mGFP 

were constructed as described in Materials and Methods. These constructs were 

transformed into 5os3 mutant plants by vacuum infiltration. The expression of S0S3-

mGfT and SOS3(G2A)-mGFP fusion proteins was confirmed by their emission of green 

fluorescence under confocal microscopy. Under the same observation condition, no 

detectable green fluorescent image was found in non-transgenic plants (data not shown). 

For this system to work, S0S3-GFP fusion proteins should function properly in 

vivo. To examine the functions of myristoylated and non-myristoylated S0S3-mGFP 

fusion proteins in vivo, the transgenic plants and their progenies were tested on 100 mM 

NaCl. Wild-type S0S3-mGFP fusion proteins can complement the sos3 phenotype while 

the non-myristoylated form of the fusion protein, SOS3(G2A)-mGFP, can not (data not 

shown). These results indicated that fusion of GFP to S0S3 would not interfere with the 

functions of S0S3 in vivo. Over-expression of S0S3-mGFP did not affect the normal 

cellular functions of transgenic plants, as no growth defects were detected in transgenic 

plants under normal growth conditions. Since S0S3-GFP fiinctioned properly in vivo, they 

may be properly localized in the cells. Based on this assumption, GFP was used as a 

marker for the subcellular localization of S0S3 proteins. 

The seedlings of T2 transgenic plants were transferred to MS plates supplemented 

with I(X) mM NaCl and treated for 1 day. After treatment, the cellular localization of SOS3-

GFP fusion proteins was visualized under confocal microscopy. In vacuolized cells of root 

epidermis, S0S3-GFP fusion proteins were mainly present in the periphery of the cells 

(data not shown). However, under the observation conditions (40x magnitude), there were 
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no detectable differences between the localization of myristoylated and non-myristoylated 

S0S3-GFP fusion proteins. 

4. DISCUSSION 

S0S3 contains a conserved myristoylation motif at N-terminus and 3 calcium-

binding EF-hands in its ORF. A 9-bp deletion in the second conserved EF-hand of sos3-l 

generated by fast neutron mutagenesis caused hypersensitivity of sos3-l to salt stress and 

growth defects under low potassium conditions (Liu and Zhu, 1997). Supplements of Ca** 

can partially suppress the growth defect of sos3-l under salt stress and completely restore 

its growth under low K" (Liu and Zhu, 1997). These phenotypes suggest that S0S3 is a 

calcium-dependent regulator for salt tolerance and potassium nutrition. 

In this work, direct evidence for the S0S3-Ca** interactions was provided. S0S3 

was found to bind to Ca*^ in vitro. A three-amino-acid deletion in the EF hand adversely 

affected, but did not abolish, the calcium-binding of S0S3. These data can explain the Ca'*-

dependent phenotypes of sos3-l. S0S3 is a necessary component for salt tolerance and 

potassium nutrition in Arabidopsis and calcium binding is essential for the functions of 

S0S3. A deletion in the EF hand of S0S3 might increase the threshold of for 

activation of S0S3. This can explain why an increased Ca** level could reverse the mutant 

phenotype of sos3-l. The differential effects of an increased Ca"* level on salt tolerance 

and potassium nutrition of sos3-l suggests that a three-amino-acid deletion might cause 

subtle conformational changes of S0S3 protein, to which the S0S3-mediated salt tolerance 

might be more sensitive than S0S3-mediated potassium nutrition. 

Thus far, only one allele, sos3-l, has been identified. sos3-l is not a null mutant, but 

a defective mutant. If we can identify a null allele of sos3, we expect that Ca'" would not be 
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able CO impose its effects on the phenotypes of such a null mutant, because in this case Ca~^ 

functions through SOS 3. 

Myristoylation is thought to facilitate the association of proteins with membranes or 

the interactions with other proteins. In many cases, myristoylation plays important roles in 

signaling pathways. The regulation of protein myristoylation could take place at two levels. 

On the one hand, myristoylation facilitates membrane association or protein-protein 

interaction. On the other hand, the availability of the myristoyl group for such interaction is 

regulated by the modification of the myristoylated proteins through Ca"^ or OTP binding, or 

phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of the myristoylated proteins. These processes are so-

called calcium-myristoyl switch (Ames et al, 1997), phosphoryl-myristoyl switch 

(McLauglin and Aderem, 1995; Resh, 1994) and GTP-myristoyl switch (Serafini etai, 

1991). 

S0S3 binds to Ca*"^ and is myristoylated in vitro. A change of the conserved second 

residue of S0S3 from glycine, to which the myristoyl group attaches, to alanine abolished 

myristoylation of 5083 in vitro. Genetic data indicated that such a change caused S0S3 to 

be incapable of functioning, suggesting that myristoylation is essential for functions of 

S0S3. 

Our data suggests that it is likely S0S3 also possesses a calcium-myristoyl switch. 

If so, the cellular localization of S0S3 before and after the switch might be different. To 

visualize the subcellular localization of myristoylated and non-myristoylated SOS3, S0S3 

proteins were fused with GFP. Myristoylated, but non-myristoylated, S0S3-GFP protein 

can complement sos3-l, indicating that fusion of GFP to SOS3 functioned properly in vivo. 

We assume that the localization of the fusion proteins reflects the situation of native S0S3 

proteins in vivo. However, thus far, no differences between the localization of the 

myristoylated and non-myristoylated fusion proteins were observed. Moreover, with 

current observation conditions (40X magnification), it was hard to distinguish whether the 
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fusion proteins are located on membranes or in the cytosol. Increased resolution might be 

helpful to resolve this problem. Alternative, protein fragmentation experiments might be a 

more sensitive way to localize S0S3 proteins. 

Even though SOS3 experiences a calcium-myristoyl switch, this might not change 

the subcellular distribution of S0S3. For example, if S0S3 does not interact with 

membrane-associated proteins but only with protein in the cytosol, no differences would be 

detected. 

Regardless of whether we can observe differential distribution of S0S3, the final 

confirmation of calcium-myristoyl switch of S0S3 requires the studies of the tertiary 

structures of S0S3 by X-ray crystallography and/or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

specOroscopy. 

Finally, based on the current data, a working model for the function of S0S3 is 

proposed (Fig. 4.4). An unknown receptor(s) on the plasma membrane or in the cytosol 

relays salt sU'ess signals into the cytosol. These signals cause an increase in the cytosolic 

free calcium concentration (Lynch et al, 1989), which, in turn, activates S0S3 by 

inducing the extrusion of its myristoyl group from a hydrophobic box. The myristoyl 

group enables S0S3 to associate with the plasma and/or vacuolar membranes where direct 

or indirect interaction of S0S3 with ionic transporters could take place. Alternatively, 

activated S0S3 could directiy interact with other proteins such as protein kinases and/or 

protein phosphatases in the cytosol by inserting the exposed myristoyl group into a 

hydrophobic site on the target proteins. These target proteins could directiy affect the 

activities of transporters, such as high-affinity K* transporters and H*-Na^ antiporters 

(Barkla and Blumwald, 1991), by phosphorylation and/or dephosphorylation. Alternatively, 

the target proteins could activate transcription factors that in turn modulate the expression 

and activities of ion transporters on membranes (Fig. 4.4). As a result, these transporters 
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increase sodium efflux from the cells and enhance K^/Na^ selectivity, and thus make plants 

more salt tolerance. 



Figure 4.4. A Schematic Model of the S0S3-Mediated Signaling Pathway. 

The salt stress is detected by unknown stress-specific sensor(s) that relay stress signals 

into the cell. The salt stress signal causes increase of the free cytosolic calcium 

concentration ([Ca"^]^,), which, in tum, activates S0S3. Activated S0S3 might directly or 

indirectly activates and/or inhibits protein kinases (PKs) and/or protein phosphatases 

(PPs) responsible for activating transcription factors for Na^/H* antiporter or high affinity 

potassium transporters. Alternatively, those PKs or PPs could directly interact with for 

Na*/H* antiporter or high affinity potassium transporters. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

Excessive salt accumulation in soils affects the productivity of one-third of the 

world's limited arable land (Epstein et ai, 1980). Much effort has been devoted toward 

understanding the mechanisms of plant salt tolerance with the eventual goal of improving 

the performance of crop plants in saline soils (Binzel and Reuveni, 1994). Equally 

important, these efforts continue to yield valuable knowledge about plant osmodc stress 

responses as well as cellular ion homeostasis (Bohnert et ai, 1995; Niu et ai, 1995; Zhu et 

ai, 1997). 

A widely used approach to unravel plant salt tolerance mechanisms has been to 

identify cellular processes and genes whose activity or expression is regulated by salt stress 

(for reviews, see Hasagawa, et ai, 1987; Skriver and Mundy, 1990; Bray, 1993; Bohnert et 

ai, 1995; Zhu etai, 1997). The underlying assumption is that salt regulated processes and 

genes likely funcdon in salt tolerance. Although this correlative approach has contributed to 

our appreciation of the complex nature of plant responses to salinity, it has failed, to a large 

extent, to establish salt tolerance determinants (Zhu et ai, 1997). There are numerous 

documented changes in cellular activities in higher plants in response to salt stress. Such 

changes include, for example, cell wall alterations (Jones and Turner, 1978; Iraki, et ai, 

1989), declines in photosynthesis (Seemann and Critchley, 1985; Locy et ai, 1996), protein 

synthesis (Singh, et ai, 1985; Hurkman and Tanaka, 1987; Dure, 1993) and potassium 

content (Rains, 1972; Greenway and Munns, 1980), and increases in Na* (Watad et ai, 

1983; Serrano and Gaxlola, 1994) and organic solutes, such as proline, glycinebetaine, and 

polyols (Greenway and Munns, 1980; Yancey et ai, 1982; McCure and Hanson, 1990; 

E)elauney and Verma, 1993). Although data correlating these cellular activities with salt 

tolerance abound, it has been difficult to ascertain which of the physiological and metabolic 
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changes is required for salt tolerance. Similarly, despite the correlation of expression of 

numerous genes with salt stress (Cushman et al., 1990; Bray, 1993; Serrano and Gaxiola, 

1994), very few genes are known to be essential for salt tolerance (Bray, 1993; Serrano and 

Gaxiola, 1994; Zhu et al., 1997). It has become evident that although some of these 

changes are adaptive and lead to salt tolerance, many are probably direct or indirect 

consequences of salt stress damage. 

An alternative approach to identify genes and cellular processes crucial for plant salt 

tolerance is to select for mutants with impaired salt tolerance (Wu et al, 1996). Several salt 

sensitive mutants have been identified in the glycophyte Arabidopsis (Wu et al, 1996; Liu 

and Zhu, 1997a and b; Zhu et al., 1998). These mutants have provided us with invaluable 

genetic tools to dissect the molecular mechanisms underlying salt tolerance in higher plants. 

During my dissertation studies, I focused on studying the characteristics of SOS3, its 

molecular identity and its possible functions in salt tolerance. 

A mutation in the S0S3 locus causes hypersensitivity of the mutant plants to salt 

stress, but not to osmotic stress. In addition, sos3 mutants are unable to grow under low K"" 

conditions. Increased Car* levels can partially suppress the growth defect of the sos3 

mutant plants under salt stress and fully restore their growth under low K^. These results 

suggest that S0S3 may be a Ca~*-mediated regulator that controls and Na^ homeostasis 

in Arabidopsis. 

To determine the molecular identity of S0S3, map-based techniques were adopted 

to clone the S0S3 gene (Liu and Zha, 1998). SOS3 shares significant sequence similarity 

with the B subunit of calcineurin (CnB) from yeast and neuronal calcium sensor (NCS) 

from animals. It has three calcium-binding domains and an N-terminal myristoylation 

motif. Genetic analysis indicates that both calcium binding and myristoylation are essential 

for S0S3 fimctions. 
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Although the SOS3 has been characterized and cloned, the SOS3-niediated salt-

responsive signaling pathway is far from being understood. Future priorities will be to 

identify all components in the signal pathway; to determine which components contribute 

more to salt tolerance; to find out the regulatory components for this pathway and other 

cross-talking signaling pathways. Understanding the salt responsive signaling pathways 

may provide important hints for genetic improvement of crop salt tolerance. 

Molecular genetic and biochemical approaches are powerful tools for future 

research. Although genetic analysis of soslsosl and soslsos3 double mutants suggested 

that SOSl, S0S2 and S0S3 might function in a common signaling pathway, the final 

genetic dissection requires saturation of the mutations in the S0S3-mediated signaling 

pathway. Further thorough screenings of mutant populations by root bending assays (Wu 

et ai, 1996) may lead to finding new loci in the S0S3-mediated signaling pathway. 

However, root-bending assays are not suitable for identifying mutants tiiat are extremely 

sensitive to salt stress. The luciferase imaging system may provide a high-throughput, non

invasive metiiod to exploit more mutants (Ishitani et al, 1997). In addition, screening for 

enhancers or suppressers of sos3 and other salt-sensitive mutants can lead to identifying 

more components in the S0S3-mediated pathway or in associated or independent 

regulatory pathways. 

A group of SNFl-like protein kinases (SKL) from Arabidopsis was found to 

interact with S0S3 by the yeast two-hybrid system (Liu, Halfter, Ishitani and Zhu 

unpublished data). While preparing my dissertation, the S0S2 gene was cloned (Liu and 

Zhu, unpublished data). 5052 encodes a SKL and is found to interact with SOS3. Taken 

together, genetic and biochemical data strongly suggest S0S2 and SOS3 are to be the same 

signaling pathway, diiectiy interact with each other. Investigating the proteins that interact 

witii the known proteins may help us to identify new components in the S0S3-mediated 

pathway. 
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Currently, our knowledge of salt response and tolerance mainly comes from studies 

of yeast. Although yeast and plant cells share many conunon characteristics, some 

fiindamental differences must exist, because yeast is a unicellular organism and plants are 

multicellular. So, the salt response and tolerance in higher plants might be different from 

that in yeast. In odier words, plants might have evolved unique mechanisms to cope with 

salt tolerance. For example, although SOS3 shares similarity widi calcineurin from yeast 

and NCS from animals, they function differently in several ways. First, die S0S3-mediated 

salt responses are similar to those mediated by yeast calcineurin such as Ca'^-mediated salt 

sensitivity and high-affinity uptake. However, the ways that S0S3 fiinctions are more 

similar to NCS than calcineurin. For example, myristoylation is essential for the functions 

of both S0S3 and NCS, but not calcineurin. Both S0S3 and NCS direcUy or indirecUy 

interact with protein kinases. So, we may put SOS3 in a evolutionary branch between NCS 

and calcineurin. Our understanding of salt signaling is beginning to emerge. Many new 

things are expected to emerge. Currendy, we do not know what to expect. The genetic 

approach we adopted here is a blind approach. Such an approach may be a better way to 

uncover the unexpected than following the present known systems. 
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